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ABSTRACT
This study explores the underlying cognitive structure of a small number of
bilinguals, seeking to determine whether or not it is cognitively possible to develop
symmetrically conceptual mediation between the two languages of a bilingual. Previous
research has consistently found asymmetries in response and priming times in
experiments with bilinguals. The pattern of these asymmeuies and the conditions under
which they were obtained, have motivated the development of the current model of
bilingual representation and processing, the Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM) of KroU
and Stewart (1994). Level of proficiency has been an important factor in explaining the
asymmetric connections posited by this model, arguing that the more proficient bilinguals
become, the more heavily they rely on conceptual mediation between the two languages.
This account implies that a bilingual who began learning both languages from early
childhood would develop a fully, conceptually mediated system of language
interconnection. This symmetry in lexical architecture would be reflected in symmeuic,
as opposed to asymmetric priming effects in cross-language tasks.
In order to test this prediction, a series of single-subject, cross-language
experiments were conducted with three native, and two non-native Chinese-English
bilinguals. Masked priming was used in both lexical decision and episodic recognition
tasks. It was reasoned that if the hypothesized asymmetric structure of the RHM is truly
a consequence of proficiency, that the native bilinguals would show symmetric priming
effects, and the non-natives asymmetric effects. On the other hand, if the asymmetric
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structure of the RHM is not a consequence of proticiency, both native and non-native
bilinguals would show asymmetric priming effects.
Among both the native and later-learning bilinguals, a consistent pattern of
asymmetric priming was found in lexical decision utilizing the same presentation
procedures which produced within-language priming.

Cross-language episodic

recognition tasks followed the same asymmetric pattern of priming. These results suggest
that the levels and types of interconnection between a bilingual's two lexicons, while
affected by proHciency, are not absolutely determined by it. It is concluded that the
development of symmetrical conceptual mediation between the two languages of a
bilingual may not be possible.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
What is the cognitive end-state of the ideally balanced bilingual? What is the
cognitive relationship between the two languages of such a bilingual? When a person
learns a second language, what ideal bilingual cognitive structure may that learner
potentially acquire?
A great deal of research has been done on the modeling of the monolingual
language system, and much is known about the cognitive end-state of a monolingual's
memory for and processing of words. Yet comparatively little is known about the same
for bilinguals. Does each language have a completely independent set of processing
resources? Do the languages have separate resources at lower levels of processing, but
share resources at a higher level (e.g., semantic or conceptual)? Or is one language
completely subordinate to the other (i.e., is the second language always 'mentally
translated' in order to be understood)?
The basic question of the potential structure and processing of a bilingual's
cognitive language system is not simply interesting; it is critical. In remarking on psycho
physical research, Marr (1982) observed that many researchers in their eagerness to
explain how a system works neglect to specify in the first place what it is that that system
is supposed to do. He went on to argue that until one knows the goals of a particular
cognitive process, any explanation of how that processing takes place is questionable. A
similar argument may be applied to bilingual research: Attempts to explain how
bilinguals represent and process two languages are questionable if it is unclear what the
end-state of those representations are and what the goal of those processes may
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potentially be. In an attempt to reach conclusions regarding these issues, this research
explores the potential cognitive end-state of a bilingual through an examination of
"native" Chinese-English bilinguals using the masked priming technique.

Modeling Bilingual Cognitive Structure
The first formal attempt to describe what a bilingual's cognitive structure might
be was made by Weinreich (1953). Using Saussurean terminology, he proposed three
types of relationship between the two sign systems of a bilingual. These three types of
bilingualism are commonly referred to by the borrowed terms "coordinate," "compound,"
and "subordinate."
In coordinate bilingualism, the signifiers and the signiHeds of each language
remain distinct, each forming its own language-specific system of lexicon and conceptual
store. In compound bilingualism, the bilingual's signs are compounds consisting of a
single signified and two language-specific signifiers. In subordinative bilingualism
(which Weinreich himself believed to obtain when a person learned a new language), the
signiHer of the new language is not associated directly with a signiHed. The Lj signitler
is instead directly associated with the signifier of the Hrst language, thus being associated
with the signiHed only indirectly through the Li signiHer. Weinreich's (1953)
illustrations of these different relationships are reproduced in Figure 1.
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Coordinative
'book'

'knfga'

I

I

/buk/

/'kn'iga/

Compound

Subordinaove

'book's'knfga'
®

jjookj
1/buk/ J

/ \
/buk/

/' kn'iga/

I
/' kn'iga/

Figure 1: Illustrations of the three types of bilingualism
outlined by Weinreich (1953).

Weinreich's seminal outline of the potential relationships which two languages
may theoretically have to one another has formed the basis, whether overtly or covertly,
for much of the debate over bilingual representation and processing up to the present.
The possibility that the coordinate type of relationship might accurately represent
bilingual representation was explored in the 1960's during the dependent-interdependent
debate. In the 1970's and 1980's the focus on representational issues shifted to a focus on
processing issues as information processing theory gained prevalence. Models such as
those articulated in the Word Association and the Concept Mediation Hypothesis (cf.
Potter et al., 1984), which were essentially recapitulations of the subordinate and
compound views of bilingualism, were used as the theoretical basis to explore what type
of bilingual structure might best account for observations made of bilingual processing.
According to the Word Association model, connections from the Lj lexicon to the
conceptual store are mediated at the lexical-level by the L^. The Concept Mediation
Hypothesis on the other hand, holds that the Ln lexicon is connected directly to the
conceptual store in much the same way as both the

and as stored images are

connected, i.e., through "conceptual'^ links. Potter'et al. (1984) conducted a set of

experiments in which latencies to naming pictures in the L2 and latencies to translating
from Li to Lj were compared. They predicted that if the Word Association model was
the correct view, subjects would translate into the L2 more quickly than name pictures in
the L2 since translating was hypothesized to involve fewer processing steps (i.e., Li-^L^
for translation, but Picture Store->Concepts->Li->L2 for picture naming).

They

predicted that if the Concept Mediation Hypothesis was correct, they would find picture
naming and translation latencies to be the same, since the same number of processing
steps would be involved in each (i.e., Li-^Concepts-^L, for translation, and Picture
Store-K]oncepts->L2 for picture naming). When both more and less L^-tluent subjects
were tested, picture naming latencies in the Lj were found to be similar to latencies for L,
to U translation, thus supporting the Concept Mediation Hypothesis.
However, in other experiments comparing bilingual translation to picture naming
(Kroll and Curley, 1988; see also Chen and Leung, 1989), picture naming in L2 was
found to be slower than

to Lj translation among novice bilinguals, whereas higher

proHciency bilinguals demonstrated similar latencies between these tasks. This was
interpreted to indicate that lower proficiency subjects rely more heavily on "lexical"
links, while higher proficiency subjects rely more on direct "conceptual" links. Kroll and
Curley (1988) reconciled their results with the conuradicting results from Potter et al. by
suggesting that Potter et al.'s less proficient subjects, though far from native-like, were
actually beyond a critical period of Lj acquisition that their beginning

subjects had not

yet passed, and that prior to passing this critical point, lexical mediation is the norm (cf.
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Kroll and ShoU, 1992; KroU 1993). In other words, it was proposed that Potter et al.'s
subjects, whUe relatively less proHcient than the group to which they were compared,
were not true Lj beginners as were the subjects in Kroll and Curley (1988). This suggests
that proflciency plays a critical role in determining the type of interconnections the
lexicons of a bilingual's two languages have with one another as well as with the
conceptual store.
Additional evidence that proficiency plays a critical role in the type of mediation
(lexical or conceptual) involved between languages comes from cross-language Stroop
interference experiments. Since color information is conceptual, in order for an effect to
be obtained, there must be a conceptual connection between the stimulus word and the
color information. Thus, the more interference an L, word produces, the more strongly
the subject's connections between the Lj lexicon and the conceptual store must be. On
the view that the degree of conceptual mediation is correlated to level of proficiency,
higher proHciency in the Ln would suggest greater reliance on conceptual mediation,
which would in turn predict greater

interference. Preston and Lambert (1969) found

greater within- than cross-language interference in a Stroop color naming task. However,
the cross-language interference was indeed found to grow with subjects' increasing
proficiency. MSgiste (1984, 1985, 1986) found an effect of proficiency whereby as
subjects' bilingual proficiency increased, the amount of Stroop interference within- and
between-languages became more alike. ProHciency was likewise critical in Chen and Ho
(1986), who found that less proficient subjects experience more cross-language
interference when naming in E^, but that as subjects become more proOcient, they

experience less cross-, and more within-language (i.e.,

to L^) interference. While not

following quite the same pattern, these studies do suggest that as proficiency increases,
more robust connections between the L2 lexicon and the conceptual store develop.
Evidence for a developmental shift from lexical- to conceptual-level mediation
raises the question as to whether or not bilinguals of the highest proficiency maintain
lexical-level interlanguage connections. Could it be, for example, that the cognitive
architecture of early bilinguals is best represented by a purely subordinative type model
such as the Word Association model, and that the cognitive architecture of the highest
proHciency bilinguals is best represented by a purely compound model as represented by
the Concept Mediation Hypothesis? Subordinative bilingualism makes intuitive sense for
Lj beginners given that L2 words are usually taught and teamed through association with
Li equivalents. Under these circumstances, it would be reasonable to expect that robust,
unidirectional mappings of an indexical nature are established from the Lj to the Li. In
this way, the Li associate is used as a means for the Lj item to gain access to conceptual
information. Yet this is only a means of 'bootstrapping,' with the ultimate goal being to
develop a direct conceptual association of the L2 item with information in the conceptual
store. As the connection between the Li item and the conceptual store develops suronger
over time, there is very little, if indeed any need for an

item to rely on an

associate

for access to conceptual information. Under these circumstances, it would not be
unreasonable to suppose that once robust, reliable conceptual links have been established,
they ate employed exclusively, leading to the atrophy of unused
hence a purely compound system of bilingualism.

to

lexical links, and
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Evidence from cross-language translation experiments however, suggests that
lexical level links are in fact maintained and used by higher proficiency bilinguals.
Numerous cross-language translation studies, for example, have shown that translation
from L2 to Li is faster than translation from Li to

among bilinguals of various levels of

proficiency (KroU & Curley, 1988; KroU, 1993; Sdnchez-Casas et al., 1992; ShoU et al.,
1995). It is difficult to imagine how this could be the case if lexical links from the

to

the Li were not still active. KroU and Stewart (1994) argued that, taken together, these
previously mentioned lines of evidence suggest a hybrid model whereby both lexical- and
conceptual-level interconnections exist together. These interconnections are represented
in the current model of bilingual architecture, the Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM) of
KroU and Stewart (1992,1994). This model is illustrated in Figure 2.

Lexical Links

Conceptual Links

Concepts
Figure 2: The Revised Elierarchical Model of KroU
and Stewart (1994).
One feature of the RHM is that it posits a smaUer lexicon for the

than for the

Li. This seems intuitively correct given Uiat most L2 learners do not usually reach native

like levels in the U, and generally do not use the Lj as much as the L^, implying in part
that their Lo vocabularies would not be as large and broad. This difference in size has
also been assumed to imply a difference in the overall robustness of the L2 representation,
and hence availability. This may account in part for the common tlnding that
performance in the Lj is generally slower than in the 1^ in straight-forward tasks such as
object naming and reading (Cattell, 1887; Segalowitz, 1995). The most interesting
feature of the RHM however, is the asymmetry of connection strengths which would be
encountered during information transfer between languages depending upon the
language-order direction of a cross-language task. It is these architectural asymmetries
which are hypothesized to be the source of one of the most consistent observations in
bilingual experiments: response time and priming asymmetries in cross-language tasks.

Bilingual Processing Asymmetries
According to the RHM, the lexicons of a bilingual's languages are asymmetrically
interconnected at the lexical level, with the links from

to Li being stronger than those

from Li to L,. It is this lexically-mediated asymmetry in connections which accounts for
the aforementioned speed advantage for backwards (i.e., Lj to Li) as opposed to forwards
translation. According to the model, when asked to translate an L, word into the Lj, the
bilingual accesses the Li word entry, and this access activates the conceptual information
corresponding to that entry. The activation of conceptual information as opposed to the
direct activation of an Lj lexical enuy is the consequence of the greater strength and
automaticity of the Li to concept store connection as compared to the weak

to U

connection. The conceptual entry in turn opens the appropriate L2 lexical entry, which
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the bilingual then produces. On the other hand, when asked to translate from the

to the

Li, the bilingual's Lj entry directly activates its corresponding Li entry as opposed to an
entry in the conceptual store, since the lexical level links are stronger. Because the link
between the Lj entry and the Li entry is direct, the bilingual produces a translation more
quickly in this direction than in the other, which requires a more circuitous route of
information processing.
The lexicons are also hypothesized to be asymmetrically interconnected via the
conceptual store, with the connection between

and the conceptual store being stronger

than the connection between the U and the conceptual store. The hypothesis of
conceptually mediated asymmetry is warranted by evidence from cross-language, primed
lexical decision experiments, which generally demonstrate an asymmetry in the
magnitude of priming' values favoring information uransfer from the Li to U direction
over the L2 to L, direction (Jin, 1990; Aitarriba, 1992; Keatley et al., 1994; Gollan et al.,
1997; Jiang 1998). These values are presented at the top of the next page in Table 1
(adapted from Jiang, 1998).

^ Briefly put, priming is the phenomenon whereby exposure to a "prime" stimulus
facilitates response to a subsequently presented "target" stimulus, where the target is
associated with the prime either visually, orthographically, phonologically, or
semantically. For example, exposure to the prime "doctor" facilitates response to the
target "nurse" (cf. Neely, 1990X
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Table 1; Priming in milliseconds in cross-language priming
experiments.
Li-L]

L,-L,

Jiang (1998)

49

13,4, -6,7,-2

Gollan, Forster & Frost (1997)

36,52

9,-3

Keatley at al. (1994)

66

34

Altaniba (1992)

70,76

17,52

Jin (1990)

150

36

The RHM explains stronger Li to L; cross-language priming by assuming first
that priming tasks primarily tap into conceptual-level processing. It may then be argued
that the stronger conceptual connection between the L, lexicon and the conceptual store
affords faster activation of the conceptual store enuy associated with an Li prime, than
activation of that same conceptual store entry when triggered by an Lj prime. Activation
of the conceptual store entry has the effect of pre-opening the lexical enuy in the lexicon
of the target language (i.e., the

when Li is the prime, or the L, when U is the prime).

Since an Lt prime triggers the pre-opening of an L; entry via the conceptual store more
quickly than an Lj prime pre-opens its corresponding

entry, response in the

to Lj

direction is faster than in the In to Li direction when the primes are conceptually (i.e.,
semantically) related.
Explanations for why connections between a bilingual's lexicons and concepnial
store are asymmetric as represented in the RHM typically appeal to arguments based in
some way on learning. A lexically-based argument ascribes asymmetries to differences
in the direction of word equivalence mappings, claiming that, because of the way in

which an Lj is typically learned, all Lj words map to Li words, but not all Li words map
to L2 words (Kroll and Stewart, 1994). An alternate, semantically-based explanation
holds that these differences are due to a discrepancy in the number of tokens of learning
experience' associated with each

word, these experiential tokens being the material out

of which a native-like understanding of the word's meaning is built (Keatley, Spinks, and
De Gelder 1994). Despite the differing locus of determination assumed by these
explanations, both assert that as the bilingual's Lo develops, the connections between the
L2 lexicon and the conceptual store grow more robust. This general assertion predicts
that, as the bilingual becomes more competent in the U, a shift from dependence on
lexically mediated to conceptually mediated connections for Lj to Lt information
exchange takes place.
As we have already seen, the general U'end of this prediction is bom out by the
observation of proficiency effects in bilingual tasks. But to what ultimate extent might
proficiency shift a bilingual's language system from a heavy reliance on lexical
mediation to reliance on conceptual mediation? Is it possible that if a bilingual develops
a great enough proficiency that a total shift to a conceptually-mediated system in both
directions can be made?
Exploring Bilingual Cognitive Structure
In order to determine whether or not a total shift to conceptual mediation (i.e.,
compound bilingualism) is ultimately possible, examining bilinguals of the highest
proficiency possible was critical for this study. This immediately raised the problem of

^ In the sense that all experiences with a word teach one something about the meaning of
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how to determine that a bilingual was of the "highest proHciency" possible. In lieu of a
broadly accepted, standardized proHciency metric, the solution was to examine only the
best bilinguals possible; bilinguals whose high level of proticiency would be difficult to
challenge. The most obvious choice was to examine subjects who are "native"
bilinguals; persons who grew up using two distinct languages, who were schooled in
these languages, whose environment was thoroughly permeated visually and aurally by
these languages, and who demonsurate a high level of linguistic achievement in both
languages.
Moreover, it may be the case that if true compound bilingualism is possible, that it
may be realizable only for native bilinguals. Recall that the explanations for the
existence of connection asymmetries in the RHM appeal to either an imbalance in lexical
mappings between languages, or an imbalance in the degree of experientially-based
conceptual support for each language's lexical representations. Both explanations
assume the clear establishment and operation of an

linguistic system before the

acquisition of an 1^ begins. A person who grows up from birth in a thoroughly bilingual
environment however, may be more reasonably expected to develop direct lexicon-toconceptual store connections for each of his or her languages in relative synchrony, as
well as with relatively similar, experientially-based support. Thus the recruitment of
native bilinguals for this study was determined to be necessary. Presuming that such
subject may in fact have developed equally robust lexicon to concept store connections

that word.

for the processing of each language, the question which followed was how to test for the
existence and relative strength of these connections.
As discussed earlier, the assertion made by the RHM that connection pathways of
asymmetric type and strength exist between a bilingual's languages is motivated by the
consistent observation of asymmetries in translation response times on the one hand, and
by cross-language priming asymmeoies on the other. If a native bilingual's underlying
cognitive architecture is truly of the compound type, then it would be reasonable to
expect such a person to demonstrate symmetry in either latencies or priming where less
proHcient bilinguals show asymmetry. At the outset then, this appears to raise the
possibility that any translation or priming task similar to those previously used would
constitute an adequate tool for this investigation. Such a presumption though, is
problematic.
Translation tasks in general are problematic in that extra-lexical, strategic
processes may clearly play a critical role in cross-language processing. While results
from translation studies are certainly valuable for a broader understanding of
bilingualism, the narrower intent of this study to focus on exclusively lexical processing
required a task which was equally focused narrowly and exclusively on lexical processes.
Ruling out uranslation tasks left the possibility of using a priming task. Ail priming fall
within the scope of one of three paradigms: Two phase, single phase nonmasked, and
masked paradigms. In the two phase paradigm, subjects are presented in a study phase
with materials which have some critical relationship to test targets, then during the test
phase, those materials are used to prime the test targets. In single phase nonmasked
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paradigms, primes and targets are presented in sequence in a single testing phase. Two
phase and single phase priming techniques however, have been argued to be susceptible
to extra-lexical processes, and for this reason were determined to be unsatisfactory for
this study. Masked priming, on the other hand, is different.
The masked prime paradigm (Forster and Davis 1984) continues to be of
particular interest in current research, and for good reasons. In the masked paradigm,
primes are sandwiched in between a masking stimulus and the target, as illustrated in
Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Illustration of stimulus types and order of
presentation over time in a masked prime paradigm.

Presentation of the masking stimulus has the effect of elevating the threshold level
for [conscious] detection of an immediately following stimulus (Andreas, 1972; see also
Kahneman, 1968). The degree to which this threshold is elevated is dependent upon the
asynchrony between the onset of the masking stimulus and the onset of the following
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stimulus (the SOA), and peaks at approximately 60 milliseconds^. Thus, in a masked
prime experiment where primes are typically exposed for less than 60 ms., the masked
prime paradigm manifests two distinct advantages over nonmasked paradigms.
First, the mask's effect on the detection threshold of the prime causes the subject
to be unaware of the prime's presence. As a result, it is highly unlikely that an episodic
trace of the prime could be formed by a subject, making negligible the chance that
strategic processing of an episodic trace of the prime could influence response to the
target. Secondly, the brief exposure of the prime compels speeded processing, which
triggers automatic, as opposed to strategic processes. Automatic processes arguably
reflect underlying architectural properties more accurately than strategic processes.
Masked priming has the additional advantage of being limited in scope, so that in lexical
experiments, only lexical processes are tapped. This conclusion is based on the generally
observed tinding that whereas nonwords may produce priming under nonmasked
conditions, under masked conditions this priming disappears, implying that only
lexically-based processes obtain for primes which are masked. It should be mentioned
that nonwords have recently been shown to produce priming, but only in instances where
the nonword closely resembles a real word, thus oiggering the mistaken "opening" of a
real word by the lexical processing system (Forster, 1998). Therefore, because of these
advantages over other paradigms, cross-language lexical decision under the masked
prime paradigm was determined to be the most appropriate tool for exploring the
underlying cognitive architecture of bilinguals in this study.

^ Estimated firom graph in Andreas, 1972, p. 219.

Given that masked prime lexical decision was the chosen tool, the specific results
of interest then regarded the pattern of cross-language priming shown by native
bilinguals. As reasoned earlier, if these bilinguals had uruly developed conceptual
connections of equal strength &om each lexicon to the conceptual store, then unlike less
proHcient bilinguals, the native bilinguals should show symmetry in priming values. In
other words, the expectation was that the native bilinguals would show priming from
language A to language B as well as from language B to language A. and that the
magnitude of the priming effect in each direction should be approximately equal. On the
other hand, if in fact the native bilinguals were to show priming asymmetry (e.g., greater
priming from A->B than from B->A), then this would imply a reliance at least in one
direction on something other than conceptual links.
Having determined the ideal subjects, the appropriate tool, and the pattern of
effects which would appropriately reveal the underlying cognitive architecture of these
bilinguals, the question of which languages potential subjects should know had to be
addressed. On the surface, this may appear to be a trivial decision, but upon closer
examination it has clear consequences. Studies of languages that share similar
orthographies have commonly found priming for cognates, but not for noncognates. For
example, Garcfa-Albea et al. (1985) found strong priming for cognates, but weak or
absent translation priming for noncognates in semantic categorization and cued
translation tasks across Spanish and English. An absence of or very weak effect for
priming in lexical decision has been found for noncognate translations by De Groot &
Nas (1991) in Dutch and English, and by Slnchez-Casas et al. (1992). Of course it may
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be argued that this potential confound may be avoided by selecting only noncognate
stimuli. However, in Stroop tasks employing English and either Chinese, Spanish, or
Japanese. Fang, Tzeng, and Alva (1981) found that interference increased as the
similarity between orthographies increased. While it may be countered that, in these
Stroop tasks, the source of this interference is almost certainly due to strategic processes
rather than any overlapping of lexicons, and that such strategic processes would be
blocked by masking, it would nonetheless be ideal to examine, if possible, two languages
whose orthographic and phonological word forms have no overlap whatsoever. Thus it
was concluded that Chinese and English constituted an ideal pair of languages to
investigate.
One final issue is noteworthy. Because the number of desired subjects, namely
fully native Chinese-English bilinguals, was likely to be small to begin with, it was
necessary to adopt a single-subject experimental approach in this study. Normally in a
priming experiment, this type of approach would be unsuitable because the absence of a
mask would afford visibility of the primes. Since masking blocks the primes from
conscious awareness, the experiments could be repeated over enough trials with a singlesubjects to be able to amass reliable mean response times for each experimental
condition. Furthermore, while the single-subject study is atypical in priming research, it
does have the advantage of revealing patterns of behavior which might otherwise be
obscured in group studies.
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Sununary
This study explores the potential cognitive architecture of an ideal bilingual's
linguistic system. The best chance of understanding this ultimate cognitive end-state was
believed to be possible through an examination of the best biiinguals possible, "native"
bilinguals. Chinese and English were the languages targeted for investigation, and were
chosen so as not to introduce possible confounds due to overlaps in orthography or
phonology. Masked priming was chosen to serve as the experimental paradigm due to its
lexically-restricted scope, its ability to engage automatic processes, and its
insusceptibility to extra-lexical processes, as well as the flexibility it allowed in affording
repeated measures on single subjects. Lexical decision experiments employing the
masked prime technique were designed using Chinese-English translation equivalent
pairs as the primary set of stimuli, and native bilinguals of Chinese and English were
recruited.
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CHAPTER 2: AN OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERIMENTS EMPLOYED
Logic Behind The Experimental Approach
It has been estimated that approximately only 5% of all bilinguals attain
exceptional proHciency. Given that the goal of the cunent research was to identify the
end-state of an exceptionally proficient "ideal" bilingual, the fact that only 5% of
bilinguals appear to reach this state severely limited the population of possible subjects.
The low percentage of possible subjects was restricted even further by the requirement
that subjects be proHcient readers speciHcally of Chinese and English. Due mainly to
these limitations, as well as geographic limitations, it was taken for granted that
recruiting a sufHcient number of suitable subjects to run a typical, large-scale experiment
would be infeasible. As a result, it was decided that a case-study approach should be
adopted, in which a small number of select subjects would be run through repeated uials
of the experiments. Although it was understood that the results from such an approach
could not be generalizable like those in larger studies, it was believed that the results
would be both interesting enough and highly suggestive enough of additional avenues of
research so as to be a valuable endeavor. Once the case-study approach was decided
upon, it became necessary to identify appropriate subjects and to determine the specific
methods to be employed.
Although late-ieamers of a second language may reach a high level of
proficiency, it was assumed that the best chance for finding a truly balanced bilingual
would be to identify subjects who were bom and raised in an environment where the two
languages under investigation were in contact. Although American and Canadian
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Chinatowns appear to be such environments, North-American-bom Chinese rarely learn
to read and write Chinese with great fluency. Taiwanese subjects presented another
possibiliQr as many children are sent by their parents to special, extracurricular English
*cram schools' from an early age, then study English in the school systems throughout
Middle and High School. However, early exposure to English in Taiwan is a relatively
recent phenomenon, and the degree of exposure is nowhere near significant enough to
produce balanced bilingualism. The only other places where English and Chinese appear
to be routinely in contact were Hong Kong and Singapore. It was decided that
Singaporean subjects should be recruited as English and Chinese are both official
languages there, are both taught from the earliest grade level, and are used pervasively
throughout the environment in newspapers, books, ads, radio, and television.
At the beginning, one Singaporean subject was recruited for this study. As
patterns emerged from the data, and as other questions arose, an additional four subjects
were recruited. Of the five subjects in total, three were native bilinguals of Chinese and
English. The other two subjects were late-learners of their second language: one was an
exceptionally proficient Chinese-English bilingual; one was a Chinese-English bilingual
whose proficiency more closely approximated that of a typical Chinese student at
University. Additional information about their language backgrounds is provided in their
profiles in subsequent chapters.
General Description Of Metiiodology
The current research employed two types of methodologies: On-line and off-line
methodologies. The on-line methods constitute the bulk of the current work. The major
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points at which this research distinguishes itself from previous studies are the proficiency
levels of the subjects selected, and the case-study approach necessitated by the small
number of subjects studied. Whereas most studies run single trials on large numbers of
bilinguals who are typically late-learners of their Lj (i.e., post-pubescent L; learners), the
current research took repeated measures of five Chinese-English bilinguals, three of
whom were native bilinguals.
A case study approach in which repeated measures are taken is atypical for
experimental work. Relatively few bilinguals studies have employed the masked prime
paradigm, employing instead nonmasked paradigms.

Under nonmasked priming

paradigms, repeated trials would prove to be ineffective since, in the first place, the
absence of a masking stimulus to hide the prime would afford the opportunity for the
subject to become aware of the primes, and in the second place, the repetition of the trials
would only increase not only the opportunity for, but the likelihood of becoming aware of
the primes. Once subjects become aware of the primes, they may develop an hypothesis
(which may be correct or not) about what is being tested and develop a strategy for
responding based on this hypothesis. Besides, in unmasked experiments priming effects
generally disappear after about 5 repeated trials (Forster, personal communication).
These difficulties are avoided however, by masking the primes. Since masking blocks
awareness of the primes, subjects are unaware of the treatment and hence can not devise
strategies for responding.
Masking of the primes makes the case study approach feasible; the small subject
pool makes it practical. The case study approach is also advantageous: It may be the

case that each individual bilingual may show a unique pattern of interlingual connection.
If, as argued earlier, a bilingual is exposed to speciHc sets of words primarily in one
language thus developing stronger conceptual links to those words for that language,
even though one would like to believe that the overall exposure to the two languages was
balanced (other sets of words enjoying a similar strength of conceptual link advantage in
the other language), this may not be the case. It may well be that each bilingual may
exhibit an imbalance in one direction or the other. For example, some Chinese-English
bilinguals may show a response asymmetry whereby Chinese strongly primes English,
but English does not prime Chinese, while others may show a similar asymmetry in the
opposite direction. Given a group of such bilinguals, one could well Hnd that a mixture
of variously asymmetrical bilinguals producing both strong priming and no priming in
each of the given translation directions could average out in the overall findings as
similarly weak priming in both directions. This could obviously lead to the false
conclusion that all of the bilinguals in the study were balanced bilinguals, when in fact aU
showed clear dominance in one language or the other. The case study approach is clearly
useful in teasing out these possibilities, and although conclusions based on this approach
cannot be generalized to the whole population of bilinguals, the information obtained
could be highly suggestive regarding the conceptualization of bilingual structure as well
as avenues of future research.
In each case study, the subject was run through repeated trials of four types of
masked uanslation prime experiments: Cross-language lexical decision experiments for
each translation direction (Chinese to English and English to Chinese); and within-
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language lexical decision experiments for each language. In some cases, subjects were
run through a given type of experiment (e.g.,

to Lj lexical decision) twice, the only

difference being in the timing procedures used. Since all subjects were run through the
same experiments, the materials, design, and procedure for these are described in detail
below. References to these experiments are made in subsequent chapters describing the
speciHc subjects. Cases in which a subject ran through an experiment a second time
under a different procedure are noted, or where relevant discussed, in the chapter
investigating that particular subject.

Online Methods
Design

All experiments follow a 2 x 2 factorial design with prime-target relationship
(related, unrelated) and lexicality (word, nonword) as within-subjects factors. Four basic
experiments were designed based on the possible language combinations for prime-target
pairs; A Chinese prime- English target experiment; an English prime-Chinese target
experiment; a Chinese prime-Chinese target experiment; and an English prime-English
target experiment The first two experiments are referred to as either the cross-language
experiments, or more specifically, as the Li to U and Lj to Li experiments. The latter
two experiments are referred to variously as the within-language experiments, or the
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Lt and Lj to Lj experiments. In the cross-language experiments, the relatedness factor
compares response times to items in which the prime and target are translation equivalent
terms, with items in which the prime and target, although in different languages, are both
semantically and associatively completely unrelated.

In the within-language

experiments, the relatedness factor compares response times to items which are primed
by a repetition of that item, with response times to items which are primed by items
which are unrelated to the target.

Mateoal
For all experiments, a core set of 60 translation-equivalent pairs was put to use.
All words were nouns, or had a strong tendency to be used primarily as nouns.
Equivalency was determined through the solicitation and codification of responses to
translation surveys. Sixty-four pairs of words which were determined by Jiang (1998) to
be equivalent were supplemented by an additional 96 pairs which the author initially
judged to be equivalent on the basis of personal use, consultation with a native Chinesespeaking informant, and/or consultation with dictionaries. Thus, a total of 160
purportedly equivalent Chinese-English translation pairs were surveyed.
The 160 English words were printed in columns on two pages with a blank line
appearing next to each word. Instructions in English at the top of the form asked the
respondent to translate the words into Chinese, working quickly and using the first word
which came to mind. The 160 Chinese words were similarly ananged with similar
instructions appearing in Chinese so as to produce a second survey form. Copies of these
surveys appear in the appendix.
These surveys were given to both Singaporean and Taiwanese Chinese-English
bilinguals (future research using subjects from Taiwan is anticipated). A total of 32
respondents were polled; 13 from Taiwan and 19 firom Singapore. Each respondent
completed a survey in only one direction of translation. The reasoning behind this is that
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if a respondent completed a survey in one direction, if asked to complete the survey in the
opposite direction, his/her word choices would most likely be influenced by exposure to
the material in the first survey. Thus, 16 translation surveys were collated for each
language direction (among Taiwanese respondents, 7 Chinese to English and 6 English to
Chinese; among Singaporeans, 9 Chinese to English and 10 English to Chinese).
Responses were tallied for each language direction. English responses were not
counted as significantly different in instances where respondents misspelled or
alternatively spelled English words (e.g., "rumour" for "rumor"), responded with a form
change (e.g., "importance" for "important" or "coughing" for "cough"), or pluralized
their response (e.g., "gloves" for "glove"). Chinese responses were not counted as
significantly different in instances where the respondent returned a common
monosyllabic form of the disyllabic word (e.g., "yue4" [moon] for "yue4 liang4"
[moon]), extended the expected response (e.g., "feil jil chang2" [airport] for "jil
chang2" [airport]), responded with a form change (e.g., "zhong4 yao4 xing4"
[importance] for "zhong4 yao4" [important]), or in the occasional instances where
respondents substituted either pinyin romanization, zhuyin phonetic symbols, or a
homophonic character for the intended character.
Pairs of words which U'anslated reliably back and forth between languages were
chosen for the core set of 60 pairs. Criterion for reliability foliowed the Pareto Principle
such that pairs were chosen if the English word was translated into the same Chinese
word at least 80% of the time, and the Chinese counterpart was translated back into the
same English word at least 80% of the time. The translation pair {mu4-di4/purpose}, for
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example, was rejected as it elicited a number of differing responses. This is represented
in Table 2.
Table 2; Cross-language Uranslation survey reponses
to (mu4-di4/purpose}.
Responses to Chinese
"mu4 di4"

Responses to English
"purpose"

Purpose
Aim
Goal
Motive
Object
Objective

Mu4 di4
Yong4 tu2
Yi4 bi4
Gu4 yi4

(S)
(S)
(2)
(2)
(I)
(1)

(13)
(1)
(1)
(1)

On the other hand, the English word "friend" was translated without exception as
[peng2-you3], and [peng2-you3] was translated without exception as "friend." Forty-five
word pairs in fact were translated with perfect symmetry and were included in the core
set of 60 pairs. The remaining IS pairs for the core stimuli set were chosen from among
the lis remaining survey pairs which elicited various degrees of asymmetrical
translation. Among those chosen were nine pairs which produced only one unexpected
token of one type in only one direction; one pair producing two unexpected tokens of one
type in one direction; and one pair producing one unexpected token in one direction, and
one token each of two types in the opposite direction. One exception to the selection
criterion was made; the pair {zhang4-fuS/husband} produced 4 tokens of Chinese
[xianl-shengl] (typically used for "mister")> This pair was however included in the core
set since the variant translation was produced only by Taiwanese and could be arguably

characterized as a strictly localized, spoken dialectical variant on the more often written
form [zhang4-fuS]. This brought the total number of usable pairs to fifty-seven.
Initial responses to the three remaining pairs which were eventually chosen
indicated that a different Chinese word was more highly preferred as the translation
equivalent. For English "future," all but one respondent translated the word as [wei2lai2] (as opposed to the expected form (jiangl-lai2]). For English "English," threequarters of respondents uanslated the word as [yingl-wen2] (as opposed to [yingl-yu3]).
And for "reason," two-thirds of respondents returned the word [li3-you2] instead of
[yuan2-yinl]. A second screening involving consultation with various native-speaker
informants and dictionaries conHrmed the appropriateness of these pairings for the given
subject pool.
As the main subjects of this study were Singaporean, a post-hoc analysis of
Singaporean-only responses to the core group of 60 words was conducted. This analysis
showed that 5 Chinese cues elicited only 1 token each of an unexpected English
translation variant and 1 elicited two unexpected tokens. English cues elicited single,
unexpected tokens in 6 cases. In addition, large numbers of unexpected tokens were
received for cues that were among the three pairs in which the Chinese uranslation was
eventually changed, with the unexpected tokens received corresponding to the changes
which were made.
The words in the core set were of mixed frequencies, and in English, of mixed
length. Statistics regarding frequency and length are provided in the table below.
Frequencies for English words were determined using Kucera-Francis as this has become
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a de facto standard in psycholinguistics. Frequency and word length information for the
core set of English words is presented in Table 3.

Table 3: Frequency and length information for the
core set of 60 English words.
Word Length
Mean

5.96

Median
Mode

6
6

Min
Max

3
10

Word Frequency
147
98
131
4
1599

Frequencies for Chinese words were assessed using the Suen (1986)
computational analysis of the Liu et al. (1975) corpus. The Liu corpus is based on a
collection of [primarily Taiwanese] traditional character materials. This corpus was
chosen as a reasonable reference point as the Singaporean subjects reported a great deal
more access to Taiwanese materials than Mainland materials during their school years,
and as no such corpus for Singaporean Chinese appears to exist. Measures of central
tendency regarding Chinese word frequency are given in the table below. Two sets of
values are given. The first set is estimated according to the raw frequencies calculated by
Suen as drawn from the Liu corpus of 879,300 tokens. For the second set, the raw Suen
frequencies were adjusted to represent their position in terms of frequency per million
according to the formula:

(Total Tokens m Corpus)

* 1,000,000 = Adjusted Frequency
^
^
J
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This adjustment affords a more equitable comparison between the frequency
characteristics of the English and Chinese corpora (cf. Ljung, 1990). Frequency
information for the core set of 60 Chinese words is presented in Table 4;

Table 4: Frequency information for the core set of 60
Chinese words.
Suen Frequency

Adjusted Frequency

Mean
Median

128
75

146
85

Min
Max

5"
698

1
794

The average frequency of the words in both languages (after adjustment) is
remarkably similar. However, as the distribution of the English word frequencies is more
skewed than the Chinese word distribution by a few very high frequency words, the
median provides a better point of comparison. On this point, the English words are
generally of higher frequency, though not by a great deal. This is an interesting point as
some argue that Lj does not prime Li because Lj access is slower. On the one hand, in a
late-learning bilingual whose

is Chinese and

is English, this may seem a plausible

argument On the other hand, in a perfectly balanced Chinese-English bilingual, the
slightly higher frequency of the English words in this set may, theoretically, have the
advantage of affording slightly quicker access in English than in Chinese.

* Six words in the core translation set had a frequency of less than 10, and as such, were
not included in Suen's listing. For the purpose of calculation, a value of 5 was entered
for each of these missing values.
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This core set of 60 words constituted the real word targets for each of the
experiments. Nonword targets in English consisted of orthographically legal strings of
letters which were matched in length to real word targets (i.e., in a list containing 13 real
word targets having 6 letters each, there would be 13 nonword targets having 6 letters
each). Chinese nonwords were created by combining two unrelated characters to form a
nonsense string. The Hrst character of each nonword pair always consisted of a character
which could serve as the Hrst character of a real word. The second character of each pair
was chosen so as not to closely resemble a character which might typically follow the
first character of the pair.
The core set of 60 paired translation equivalents also constituted the translation
and repetition primes in the cross-language and within-language experiments
respectively. Over and above this core set of words, all experiments required additional
words to act as unrelated primes to real word targets as well as primes to nonword
targets. For English to Chinese lexical decision, 60 unrelated primes and 60 primes to
nonwords were matched for length to the English target words in the core set The
overall design for the English to Chinese lexical decision task experiment is represented
in Table 5 at the top of the following page.
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Table S: English to Chinese lexical decision task design matrix.
condition

primes

Translation
condition

60 English core words

Unrelated
condition

60 unrelated English words
matched to targets for
length

No conditions
analyzed

60 additional English
words matched to targets
for length

TARGETS

60 Chinese core words

60 Chinese nonwords

English to Chinese Lexical Decision Task
For Chinese to English lexical decision, 60 unrelated primes and 60 primes to
nonwords were matched for approximate frequency to the frequencies of the Chinese
words in the core set. The overall design of this experiment is represented in Table 5.
Table 6: Chinese to English lexical decision task design matrix.
condition

primes

Translation
condition

60 Chinese core words

Unrelated
condition

60 unrelated Chinese
words matched to targets
for frequency

No conditions
analyzed

60 additional Chinese
words matched to targets
for frequency

TARGETS

60 English core words

60 orthographically legal
English nonwords matched
for length to real word
targets

Chinese to English Lexical Decision Task
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Lastly, the designs for English to English, and the Chinese to Chinese
experiments are shown in Tables 7 and 8 respectively:
Table 7: English to Engh'sh lexical decision task design matrix.
condition

primes

Repetition
condition

60 English core words

Unrelated
condition

60 unrelated English words
matched to targets for
length and approximate
frequency

No conditions
analyzed

60 additional English
words matched to targets
for length and approximate
frequency

TARGETS

60 English core words

60 orthographically legal
English nonwords matched
for length to real word
targets

English to English Lexical Decision Task

Table 8: Chinese to Chinese lexical decision task design matrix,
condition

primes

Repetition
condition

60 Chinese core words

Unrelated
condition

60 unrelated
Chinese words

No conditions
analyzed

60 additional
Chinese words

TARGETS

60 Chinese core words

60 Chinese nonwords

Chinese to Chinese Lexical Decision Tasic
For the English to English lexical decision experiment, 60 unrelated primes and
60 primes to nonwords were matched for both length and approximate frequency to the

English targets. For the Chinese to Chinese lexical decision experiment, 60 unrelated
primes and 60 primes to nonwords were used^.
For all experiments, English primes were presented in lowercase letters, and
English targets were presented in uppercase letters. Chinese primes and targets were
presented in Kai script, except in the case of the Chinese to Chinese experiment in which
targets were presented in Xing script. The size of the Chinese characters were adjusted so
as to be of approximately the same height as the capitalized English letters used.
The masking stimuli employed in these experiments were of two types. For
experiments in which the prime was in English, the mask (forward as well as backward
where applicable) was composed of a row of ten hashmarks (e.g., ##########). For
experiments in which the prime was in Chinese, the mask (in both locations) consisted of
a rectangular patch composed of four and two-thirds, three-pixel high, white horizontal
bands each having a middle row of alternating white and gray pixels, with the bands
separated by a one-pixel gray, horizontal line. The rectangular area as a whole was large
enough to fully cover the area in which the prime appeared. This rectangular mask was
found by colleagues in the lab to be more suitable for masking Chinese characters than
the usual hashmarks.
For each experiment, two counterbalanced presentation lists were created such
that: In the Hrst list, a subset of 30 of the targets was primed by related words
(translations or repetitions, depending on the language combination being tested), and the
remaining subset of 30 was primed by unrelated words; in the second list, the Orst subset

^ An attempt to match for frequency based on the Liu corpus proved infeasible.

of 30 was primed by unrelated words, and the second subset was primed by related
words. These lists were presented to subjects in alternating order (i.e., A B A B...).
Each case study subject was asked to complete six list^ in one sitting, take a 10-15 minute
break, then complete a Hnal six lists. This general pattern was followed by ail of the
subjects except for the Hrst (DH) who requested more frequent breaks (every third list).
Experiments were scheduled for a period of two hours apiece, and all subjects were
offered payment for their participation at a rate of $10.00 per hour (i.e., each experiment
paid $20.00). The first three subjects (DG, ZH, ZR) waived payment; the fourth subject
(DH) waived payment in exchange for participation of the author's daughter in the
subject's ethnography of bilingual development; the last subject (WZ) accepted payment.
Procedures
In all experiments, one of two presentation procedures was used, and are
subsequently referred to as the "normal" and "extended" procedures. In the normal
procedure, the subject was presented with a forward mask for SOO milliseconds, followed
by a prime for SO milliseconds, then the target for SOO milliseconds. All stimuli were
center-aligned, and presented in the center of the display monitor, each new stimulus
thereby overwriting the previously displayed stimulus. Thus for example, in the standard
procedure, the mask was presented center-screen, then replaced by the prime at center
screen, which was replaced by the target. In the extended procedure, the subject was
presented with a forward mask for SOO milliseconds, a prime for SO milliseconds, a
backward mask for ISO milliseconds, then the target for SOO milliseconds. All stimuli

were aligned as in the standard procedure. The reason tor the use of two procedures calls
for explanation.
One of the original objectives of this research was to attempt to replicate and
extend the Hndings of Jiang (1998), in which subjects showed a task-dependant
asymmetry in L; to Li priming (i.e., no priming in lexical decision, but strong priming in
an episodic recognition tasic). For the

to Li direction, Jiang found it necessary to

extend the time allowed for processing of the Lj prime by extending the SOA. This was
done using a combination of a blank interval for 50 milliseconds, and a backward mask
(so as to preserve the masking effect) for ISO milliseconds. The current experiments
being reported as well as additional experiments (reported in the Appendix) found the
blank interval to have no signiHcant effect on priming, thus the interval was not included
in the procedure for the current experiments. The backward mask, however was initially
retained, as "sandwiching" appears to sometimes have unpredictable effects (Forster,
personal communication); in other words, it was considered best to retain the backward
mask so that any initially observed effects could be attributed to the level of the subjects'
proHciency rather than some possible vision-related variable. Moreover, for the later
case studies where late-learners of Ln were examined, retention of the backward mask
makes comparisons of results to the group studies of Jiang more credible.
Before beginning an experiment, subjects were shown printed instructions
describing the task. Instructions were printed in the language of the targets used in the
experiment and instructed the subject to decide as quickly as possible whether or not the
letter string or character pair displayed represented a real word. Copies of these
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instruction sheets may be found in the appendix. In addition, each trial began with a brief
on-screen reminder of the instructions for that task. For all of the lexical decision
experiments, once the onscreen instructions had been presented, subjects were given
eight practice items. Once all practice items had been responded to, insuiiction lines
indicating the end of the practice phase and beginning of the test phase were displayed.
Apparatus and Controls
All items were presented on a computer-controlled display using the DMASTR
software developed by K.L Forster and J.C. Forster at the University of Arizona.
Subjects were seated in a quiet, dimly lit room during each experiment. Items were
presented in white in the center of a black computer display. Subjects conU'oUed the
advance from one item to the next by foot pedal in both the practice and the testing
phases. Subjects indicated their response using a response box having two buttons; one
labeled "yes," the other, "no." After each response, the subject was provided with
feedback regarding the speed and accuracy of the response.

Data Treatment

In general, two types of analysis of reaction times were available for the data
collected in the case studies: A session analysis of reaction times; and an item analysis of
reaction times. In a session analysis, a single "session" in a repeated measures
experiment on one subject is the analog of a single "subject" in a multi-subject
experiment
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The purpose of the subject analysis in a multi-subject experiment is to ascertain
the general reliability of the treatment from one subject to the next In other words, such
an analysis answers the question, "Is it safe to say that the manipulation of the primetarget relationship has the same effect on all subjects?" In a single subject, repeated
measures experiment, the session analysis ascertains the reliability of the treatment on
that subject's response from session to session. In other words, does manipulation of the
prime-target relationship consistently have an effect on the subject in each session from
the first to the last?
The purpose of the item analysis, on the other hand, is to ascertain whether or not
the items in a given condition reliably produce the same effect from trial to trial. For
example, in the cross-language primed lexical decision task, is it the case that all Li items
always prime their Lj translations in the translation condition, or is it the case that only
half of the items produce strong priming, but the other half show no effect at all? If the
latter were the case, strong priming for some and no priming for other items would
average out to a weak or possibly even ordinary-looking priming effect, and the
conclusion that

primes Lj would be misleading. If one is to forward with any

credibility the generalization that

items always prime their Lj equivalents, then one

must be able to demonstrate that this generalization is reliably true for all Lt items in the
translation condition, rather just a select few. This is precisely what the item analysis
does.
Consequently, for these case studies, the session analysis was determined to be
inappropriate for two reasons. First, a session analysis may conceal the overly powerful

effects of a small number of items. For example, if only 1 or 2 items in a condition are
responsible for producing an effect across sessions, the conclusion that the effect is
generalizable to all items in the condition would be misleading. More importantly though
is that if the effect is very weak, it may not show up in a session analysis at all if that
analysis takes into account only a small number of sessions, as in the case of the current
research. Recall that each subject is run through only 6 sessions (each session being
equivalent to one trial on each of the two counterbalanced presentation lists), thus the
research hypothesis is, in effect, tested only 6 times. An item analysis, on the other hand,
has much greater power since the research hypothesis is tested for each item that is
analyzed. For example, in the lexical decision tasks used here, the primed condition
contains 30 items. An item analysis means that the 30 primed items in presentation list A
added to the 30 in list B multiplied by 6 sessions results in 360 tests of the research
hypothesis.
Whereas the object of this research is to determine whether or not one particular
set of items (e.g., words in one language) consistently affects another particular set (e.g.,
uranslation equivalents) in the same manner, and whereas the item analysis is much more
powerful, the item analysis was the considered to be the more critical treatment for the
reaction time data. Only correct responses to real words were analyzed. Reaction times
more than two standard deviations above or below the mean reaction time were trimmed.
It should be noted that while not reported, a sessions analysis for subject reaction
times was performed for each experiment. In all but two of the experiments, a significant
main effect for priming was found whenever a signiHcant main effect of priming was
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obtained in the item analysis of reaction times. The discussion of results for these
particular two experiments will note this discrepancy. Otherwise, only the analysis of
variance for items (for both reaction times and errors) is reported.
Thus, unless otherwise noted, the results reported in all experiments are based on
the item analysis, as opposed to the sessions analysis.

Off-Line Methods
As a supplement to the on-line measures, subjects were asked to complete a
linguistic background questionnaire. The linguistic background questionnaire created in
this research was organized loosely on Fishmann's domains of language use. Fishmann
noted that language use is not monolithic in scope, and that bilinguals may achieve
varying levels of competency in one language or another depending upon the domain in
which given concepts were learned. The major domains of language use include: 1)
home; 2) school; 3) work; 4) community; 5) church. The questionnaire was designed to
help determine whether or not the subjects of these case studies use one language
significantly more than the other in any of the Hrst four domains. As the tlfth domain
tends to occupy a small percentage of most people's overall time (i.e., a 1-3 hours per
week), information regarding language use in that domain was orally elicited. Some of
the items in this questionnaire required short answers (from single-word to single
sentence responses) and estimates of percentage of time a language is used. Other items
solicited short essay-type responses. A copy of the questionnaire may be found in the
appendix. Subjects were also asked to complete the Cross-Cultural Adaptability
Inventory (CCAI) self-assessment tool (Kelley & Meyers 1995). This is a fifty-item.
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Likert scale response tool designed to assess one's abiliQr adapt to life in a different
culture and to interact effectively with people in a different culture. The purpose behind
these instruments was simply to gather additional information which might at a later time
prove useful for aiding in speculation on possible explanations for online results.
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CHAPTER 3: CASE STUDY 1; DG
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to determine whether a bilingual who has grown up
in a thoroughly bilingual environment will demonstrate an asymmetry in a masked, crosslanguage priming task. As noted earlier, one of the most critical pieces of evidence
which has led many researchers to conclude that the connection between a bilingual's
two lexicons is lexically, as opposed to conceptually mediated in the U to

direction, is

the absence of cross-language priming in masked prime experiments. This, together with
other evidence, has been used to infer a dominant-subordinate relationship between the
two languages of a bilingual as per Weinreich's typology of possible language system
relationships. Such a relationship indeed does not seem surprising given that the Lj is
often learned well after the Li has been extensively developed.
Recall that this relationship is envisioned in the Revised Hierarchical Model of
Kroll and Stewart (1994) as a system in which two language-specific lexicons, which
store surface information (i.e., orthographic and phonological forms), are interconnected
directly via lexical links, as well as indirectly via conceptual links. The strength of these
links is asymmetric, depending upon the direction in which cross-language information
travels over them. ProHciency-dependant results are interpreted to reflect different routes
of interconnection employed by bilinguals of different proHciencies when performing
cross-language tasks. Lower-proflciency subjects rely more heavily on lexical level
links, and higher-proficiency subjects rely more heavily on conceptual level links. This
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dependence on various interlanguage links fonns a continuum along which L2 learners
progress from lexical to conceptual dependence as their proficiency increases.
Since the pattern of link dependencies is determined by level of proficiency, it
would seem quite reasonable to suggest that a bilingual who has grown up in a
thoroughly bilingual environment would stand the best chance of having established
conceptual pathways for both languages. In such an environment, language-speciHc
lexemic representations for words presumably would develop for each language
simultaneously and possess equal strength of connection to the underlying conceptual
representations. In other words, it seems plausible that a "native" bilingual, who grew up
associating the concept of 'a red, thin-skinned fruit that grows on trees and has white
crunchy flesh' with both the English word "apple" and the Chinese word
[ping2-guo3], would demonsu-ate a masked priming effect from Lj to Li, unlike subjects
who grew up developing the conceptual association Hrst and most firmly to only one
language form.
In order to test the hypothesis that a "native" bilingual will demonstrate a pattern
of priming effects different from those of late-learning bilinguals, a native ChineseEnglish bilingual of the highest possible proficiency in both languages was sought out
and run through a pair of cross-language, masked prime lexical decision experiments. As
discussed earlier, Chinese and English were the languages of choice since the differences
in script avoid the confounding effects of overlapping orthography as two European
languages for example might
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Description Of Subject
The first case study subject, DG, is a 34-year old male who is a native of
Singapore. DG currently resides in Tucson, Arizona, where he works for a local
advertising firm, although he considers this position to be only temporary while he
searches for a position in a larger market where he can more fully use his bilingual skills.
He is highly educated, having earned a BA, and recently an MBA with a focus on
advertising, both from the University of Arizona. DG recalls being bilingual, using both
Mandarin and English, from the earliest time that he can remember and insists that he is
equally proficient in both languages. From informal observations as well as in the
informal judgment of native speakers of both English and Mandarin, this claim for
equally native-like speech appears to be accurate. Although somewhat reluctantly, if
pressed to identify which of his languages is his L,, and which his Lo, DG claims that
Chinese would be his Li and English his L,.
DG is able to read and write not only simplified Chinese characters (which are
currently taught in Singapore), but also traditional Chinese characters. Moreover, he is
accomplished in the art of Chinese calligraphy, having been extensively trained by his
father who is an artist. As for his skill in English, DG demonstrates a truly remarkable
facility with the English language.

He has in fact has designed corporately

commissioned, nationally-displayed artwork containing copy that shows a sophisticated
level of English allusion and word play.
Interestingly, DG appears to be able to speak each language with no detectable
accent from the other language (i.e., he does not speak Mandarin with an English accent.
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or English with any kind of Chinese accent). Given evidence that phonology fossilizes
very early in life, his ability to speak with unconfused phonology appears to support his
claim that he was significantly exposed to and used both languages from near infancy.
This phonological accuracy, along with his demonstrated facility in both Li and

would

seem to provide prima facie evidence that he is indeed as close as one can be to
representing a true, fully balanced bilingual.
Cross-Language LDTs
Procedure

Given that this was the Hrst case study, and that the experiments were timeintensive for the subject, an attempt was made to minimize the number of experiments
necessary to determine whether or not L, to L, priming could be obtained at all. This was
done by adjusting the presentation procedure so as to maximize the chance of obtaining
such priming. On-going research in the University of Arizona Psycholinguistics lab at
the time of this Hrst case study was finding weak, statistically non-signiHcant
priming effects with late

to Li

learners when the prime to target SOA was extended. Since a

weak effect in the right direction (i.e., priming as opposed to inhibition) was present,
even though non-significant, it was reasoned that using a similarly extended SOA
procedure, DG should be able to show at the very least a weak effect that may be
statistically significant. If DG were to actually show a strong effect under an extended
SOA, a rerun of the experiment under the standard 50 ms. SOA would then be strongly
warranted.
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Thus, in the following set of cross-language experiments, the standard 50 ms.
SOA was used in the Li to L2 direction. In the L2 to

direction, the SOA was extended

to 200 ms. by inserting a backward mask between the prime and target for 150 ms. As
discussed in the methods chapter, these procedures are (and henceforth with no further
explanation will be) referred to as the "standard" and the "extended" procedures
respectively.
Results
The results of DG's cross-language experiments are presented in Table 9.
Table 9; Mean cross-language lexical decision times in
milliseconds and percent errors for subject DG.
L, -> L,
(SOA=50 ms.)

L, -> L,
(SOA=200 ms.)

Unrelated

493 (3.3)

604 (1.4)

Translation

480 (2.0)

603 (2.5)

Priming

13*

1

Subject = DG; L,=Chinese; L2=English

A two-way ANOVA on RTs for correct responses showed a signiticant main
effect of priming in the Chinese to English experiment (Lt to L,) in the item analysis with
F(l,58)=15.33, p<.001. In the English to Chinese experiment item analysis, priming
failed to reach a level of significance, F(l,58)=0.04, p>.05. The analysis of error rates
showed no signiHcance in either the Chinese to English direction with F(l,58)=0.99,
p>.05, or in the English to Chinese direction with F(I,58)-1.15, p>.05.

In the session analysis, an ANOVA on correct RTs showed a 12 ms. main effect
of priming effect which failed to reach the level of significance, with F(l,5)=4.34, p>.05.

Discussion

Remarkably, DG shows a pattern of asymmetric priming similar to that found for
late L2 learners: priming from L, to Lj, but not from L2 to Li, This itself is surprising.
More surprising though is the relative sizes of the effects. From Lj to Li, priming is not
merely insigniHcant; it is practically non-existent On the other hand, priming from

to

Lo though significant, is surprisingly weak. This weak priming stands in contrast to the
generally stronger priming shown by late learners. One possibility that may be raised
here is that the expectation to see balanced conceptual priming may be incorrect. It may
instead be the case that a native bilingual maintains separate language systems as
suggested by Weinreich's coordinate relationship type. On this view, as the bilingual
becomes more balanced in both languages, we might expect to see less interconnection as
each language grows more independent. This view of course has the difficulty of
explaining then how any cross-language task might be accomplished if the two systems
are independent.
It is curious to note that DG's response to Chinese targets was 111 ms. slower
than his response to English targets (when comparing the unrelated condition of each
experiment, 604-493=111). This may appear at Hrst glance to suggest that even though
DG claims that his

is Chinese, that in fact it may be English, since normally we would

expect faster response to Li than to

targets. However, such a conclusion would be

premature as we have no additional evidence to indicate the relative strength of one

language over the other. Moreover, this slowdown may be explained in other ways. It
may be the case, for instance, that the backward mask which is inserted between the
prime and target is having some unfavorable effect on

target discriminability. Since

the pattern of priming he demonstrates is consistent so far with a Chinese as Li belief, no
strong conclusion about this anomaly is yet warranted.
Another possible explanation for these unusual results is that despite all
indications to the contrary, DG's language abilities are not as balanced as assumed. If
this were U*ue, it could be that the speed at which he is able to process the primes is
signiHcantly slower for English than for Chinese, and that the increased SOA in the

to

Lt experiment may not afford sufHcient time for processing of the prime. An alternative
explanation is that the backward mask inserted between the prime and target in the L, to
Li experiment as a means of extending the SOA effectively blocked the processing of the
L2 prime.
In order to determine whether or not one (or possibly even both) of these
explanations might account for the absence of Lj to

priming, DG was run through an

English to English lexical decision experiment. DG was also run through a Chinese to
Chinese experiment in order to confirm the availability of Chinese primes as well as to
gather data useful in inferring the relative balance of his Chinese and English processing
systems.
Before moving on however, one final point to note in passing is that the L[ to
lexical decision experiment with DG is the first of the only two experiments which,
having shown a significant main effect of priming in the item analysis, shows no
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significant main effect in tiie session analysis. The specific reason for this failure is
unknown, and may simply be a consequence of the weaker power of the session analysis
as discussed in the methods chapter.
Within-Language LDTs

Procedure
Since the main purpose of the Lo to Lj experiment was to determine the availability of
the primes in the

to Li experiment, the same extended procedure was used for this

experiment. The standard procedure was used in the

to L, experiment

Results

The results of DG's within-language experiments are presented in Table 10.
Table 10: Mean within-language lexical decision times in
milliseconds and percent errors for subject 1X3.
L| L|
(SOA=50 ms.)

Lj Lj
(SOA=200 ms.)

Unrelated

510 (7.8)

505 (4.7)

Repetition

465 (3.6)

450 (1.7)

Priming

45*

55*

Subject = DG; Li=Chinese; L^sEnglish

A two-way ANOVA on RTs for correct responses showed a significant main effect of
priming in both experiments in the item analysis with F(l,58)=61.84, p<.001 in the
Chinese to Chinese experiment and F(l,58)=45.86, p<.001 in the English to English
experiment The analysis of error rates showed significance in the Chinese experiment

with F(l,58)=12.9l, p<.001, as well as in the English experiment with F(l,58)=4.09,
p<0.05.

Discussion

The results of the within-language experiments help us to better interpret the
cross-language results by ruling out several possible explanations for the observed
asymmetry. In the within-language experiments, DG demonstrated significant, robust
priming effects in both languages. His response times to targets in each the unrelated
condition of each language is remarkably similar, suggesting that DG is in fact very
balanced. Furthermore, the presence of priming in the U to Lj experiment dismisses the
possibility that the backward mask used in the extended procedure somehow blocks the
Lo primes from being available. The possibility raised that the

is processed too slowly

to have an effect on the Li in the cross-language experiment, would appear to be
dismissed also by the fact that L2 to L> priming was obtained. This is somewhat
misleading, however.
Obtaining L^toL^ priming is not adequate proof because the 'insufHcient speed
of processing' argument is driven by a consideration of the speed of

prime processing

relative to L, target processing. Within-language priming on the other hand is a measure
of L2 prime processing relative to

target processing. Regardless of whether the

were to be processed only 1 ms. more slowly, or 1000 ms. more slowly than the Lt, L, to
L2 priming could still arguably be obtained. The deciding issue is not whether priming
obtains or not, but whether the subject demonstrates such a high level of competence in
the Lj that any difference in processing speed in

compared to Li is inconsequential.
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One look at the RTs to targets in the unrelated conditions in the within-language
experiments (510 ms. and 505 ms.) reveals that DG demonstrates remarkably comparable
speed in these tasks.
DG's results may in fact be used to specifically demonsU:ate that the 'insufficient
speed of processing' argument is untenable. If the Lj prime fails to affect the Li target in
the Lj to Li experiments above because of slower processing in the U, this means that the
total time taken to process the L, prime must be equal to at least the time of:
(prime exposure) + (backward mask exposure) -^(Li target processing time)
The prime exposure time in these extended procedure experiments is 50 ms., and the
backward mask is presented for 150 ms. The time to fully process the

target may be

estimated from the value of the response time to an L, target in the unrelated condition.
This is because in the unrelated condition, since the prime is of no assistance in
processing the target, response must be based on solely on processing of the target to a
point sufficiently long enough to trigger response. In DG's Li to Li experiment, response
time in the unrelated condition was 510 ms. Thus, if a slower speed of Ln processing
were to be responsible for the absence of

to Li priming, then the Lo prime would have

to have consumed at least (50 ms.) + (150 ms.) + (510 ms.); in other words, 710 ms.
However, for DG, the time taken to process an Lj item (by the same reasoning as above),
may be estimated from the response time in the unrelated condition of his L, to L,
experiment to approximately 505 ms. If one were to forward a speed of processing
argument to explain the absence of Lj to Li priming in DG, it would be difHcult to see
how one could explain why, on the one hand, Lj items appear to take little over 500 ms to
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adequately process in order to instigate a response in the Lj to L; experiment, yet would
have to consume over 700 ms. of processing time so as to be unable to affect response to
an Li target in the Lj to Lt experiment. Moreover, if it were the case that

words were

processed significantly slower, it would be difficult to explain how DG's response time to
Ln targets in both the cross- and the within-language experiment could be so similarly
quick (493 ms. and 505 ms. respectively).
Thus, in attempting to explain the absence of Lj to

priming, it appears to be

quite safe to dismiss both the possibility that the backward mask effectively blocked
priming, as well as the possibility that an insufHcient speed of processing in the U
proscribed the ability of the L2 primes yield an effect
It perhaps should be noted here that throughout all four of the experiments in
which DG participated, he gave no indication of being aware that primes were present in
the experiments. Since DG was scheduled to run through a number of successive
priming experiments, it was not possible to query him after each experiment as to
whether or not he saw the primes. Thus, attempts were made to indirectly probe DCs
awareness by asking him to describe a just-completed experiment as if to a potential
fellow subject, including details as to what he saw and what he was required to do during
the experiment. Following other experiments, DG was alternatively asked whether or not
he noticed any "difference" with how the just-completed experiment ran in comparison to
another. In his descriptions of the experiments, he made no mention of the presence of
words in two languages, nor noted any procedural "anomalies" apart from the use of
differing masks (as described in the methods chapter).
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General Discussion
To summarize, the results of the cross-language experiments show a small but
significant asymmetry such that Li primes Lj, but the reverse is not true. The withinlanguage experiments both show significant priming effects, and the relative similarity in
response times and priming in the within-language experiments suggests that DG is in
fact a "balanced" bilingual. Moreover, it was demonstrated that the absence of priming
in the Lj to

experiment can neither be atUibuted to blocking from the backward mask

used in that experiment, nor to insufHcient speed of Lj processing. It appears then that
even a native bilingual can show the same pattern of priming effects in cross-language
tasks as late U learning bilinguals. This pattern of results may be explained by appealing
to the notion of "fossilization." The foundations for a dominant language system may be
laid down extremely early in life, implying that whichever language is the "home"
language is marked as the L„ and that any subsequently learned language must compete
with this one for processing resources. Without additional evidence though, it is too early
to fully interpret these results.
Unfortunately, DG decided to withdraw from the project at this point, leaving the
possibility of further testing with DG unrealizable. Since DG was unavailable for testing,
the possibility raised in the foregoing discussion of discovering either a Weinreichian
compound or coordinate type of bilingual structure, while intriguing, must remain merely
speculative, and as such, treated with caution. In order to move this possibility out of the
realm of mere speculation, it was determined that additional, appropriate case studies
subjects should be recruited and tested.
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CHAPTER 4: CASE STUDIES 2 AND 3; ZH AND ZR

Introduction
In the cross-language masked lexical decision experiments, the previous subject
DG demonstrated an asymmetric pattern of priming effects. A significant priming effect
was obtained from Li to L^. Yet Lj did not prime L^, in spite of the advantage given in
this direction by an extended SOA. Moreover, it is clear that the primes were available in
the procedures employed since under those same procedures in the within-language
experiments, DG showed a robust priming effect. The main purpose of the following
case studies of ZH and ZR is to determine whether this pattern of effects found for DG
are idiosyncratic, or whether they might be more broadly obtainable.

Description Of Subjects
ZH is a 35-year old female native of Singapore who currently resides in Tucson,
Anzona, while pursuing a Ph.D. in Asian Studies from the University of Arizona. At the
beginning of the case study, she had been in the United States for 4 years and 3 months.
Before arriving in the U.S., she had spent 7 years in Taiwan earning her B.A. in Chinese
History from National Taiwan University, and an M.A. in Buddhist Studies from FaGuan University in Taipei, Taiwan. She speaks Hokkien (i.e., Fujian dialect). Mandarin,
English, and Cantonese, and has also studied Japanese, Sanskrit, and Tibetan. Hokkien
was her primary home language, and Mandarin and English were her principal school
languages. Currently, she uses English 75-80% of time during her daily activity. The
majority of her daily activiQr involves research-related reading. When asked how much

of the English she reads she is able to immediately understand, she estimates she
understands 97% of what she reads. In assessing her own proficiency in English, she rates
her reading, speaking, and listening abilities as "good," and her writing ability as '*fair."
ZR is a 3S-year old female native of Singapore who also currently resides in
Tucson, Arizona, while pursuing a Ph.D. in Asian Studies at the University of Arizona.
She also teaches undergraduate courses in the Asian Studies department. At the
beginning of the case study, ZR had been in the United States for 10 years and 10
months. Like ZH, the only other country in which she has lived for any length of time is
Taiwan, where she spent approximately 4 months during which she was a novitiate nun.
ZR and ZH as well are Buddhist nuns who are in fact from the same monastic community
in Singapore. ZR earned her B.A. in English Literature and Linguistics at Singapore
University, and her M.A. in Buddhist Studies at Michigan University. She speaks
Hokkien, English, and Mandarin. As with ZH, her initial home language was Hokkien,
and her principal school languages English and Mandarin. ZR estimates that she uses
English only about 30% of the time in her daily activity as much of that time is spent
researching primary and secondary sources in Chinese. However, she estimates that she
understands more than 90% of what she reads in English. In assessing her own English
proficiency, she rates her reading, writing, and listening abilities as "excellent," and her
speaking ability as "very good" to "excellent."
ZH and ZR are highly proficient in both Chinese and English. This claim is
warranted in several ways. Firstly, both subjects have grown up and been educated in a
bilingual (technically multilingual) environment They report that in Singapore, both
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Chinese and EngUsh are "official" languages and consequently thoroughly permeate the
environment, being used separately and together in all forms of media including
television, radio, advertising, newspapers and magazines, and books.
Secondly, both subjects have demonstrated signiHcant ability to use both
languages in the course of pursuing advanced degrees. Both are focusing on Buddhistrelated topics for their dissertation and consequently must utilize a mixture of both
Chinese and English in research, writing, teaching, and presentation.
Thirdly, both subjects demonstrate an ability to tluently code-switch across
multiple languages. In fact, both pointed out that when in Singapore, it is not uncommon
for them to mix Mandarin, Hokkien, and English not only at the level of discourse, but
even at the level of sentential utterances. They pointed out that Singaporeans have
syncretized into both their Mandarin and English, a number of unique terms based on
loans from other languages (e.g., Malay) and/or compounds of Mandarin, English, or
other minority language terms. For example, the typical Mandarin word for "bread" is
[mian4-baol]; but in Singapore, the typically used term is [roti-mian4-baol], which is a
compound of the Malay (via Hindi) word "roti" meaning "bread," with the Mandarin
term for bread.
Finally, both subjects have interacted, and continue to interact extensively with
both Mandarin and English speakers outside of Singapore. In order to do so effectively,
they must routinely adjust dieir patterns of speech usage so as to avoid SingaporeanMandarin or Singaporean-English (*Singlish') terms.
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Thus, their linguistic development, their current language use, their ability to
multiply code-switch even within sentences, and their ability to adjust their speech
patterns to match those of non-Singaporean interlocutors would seem to demonstrate
prima facie not only considerable linguistic flexibility, but also a very high level of
proHciency in both English and Mandarin.
Cross-Language LDTs
Procedure

In all respects, the cross-language and within-language experiments reported in
the immediately following section were identical to those performed by DG. Recall that
this means that the extended procedure was employed in the experiments in which

was

the prime so as to maximize the likelihood of obtaining priming.

Results

The results of the cross-language lexical decision experiments for ZH are
presented in Table 11.
Table 11: Mean cross-language lexical decision times in
milliseconds and percent errors for subject ZH.
L|

1*2

^2

(SOA=50 ms.)

(SOA=200 ms.)

Unrelated

540 (5.3)

509 (1.7)

Translation

506 (3.7)

487 (2.5)

Priming

34*

22*

Subject=ZH; Li=Chinese; L^English
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A two-way ANOVA on correct RTs showed a significant main effect of priming
in the Chinese to English experiment (L^ to Lj) in the item analysis with F(I,S8)=39.50,
p<.001. In the English to Chinese experiment item analysis, a signiHcant priming effect
was obtained as well with, F(1,S8)=13.01, p<.OOL The analysis of error rates showed no
significance in the Chinese to English direction with F(l,58)=1.68, p>.05, or in the
English to Chinese direction with F(I,58)=0.61, p>.05.
The cross-language lexical decision results for ZR are shown in Table 12.

Table 12: Mean cross-language lexical decision times in
milliseconds and percent errors for subject ZR.
L|
(SOA=50 ms.)

(SOA=200 ms.)

Unrelated

533 (1.7)

725 (3.1)

Translation

524 (1.1)

719 (2.5)

Priming

9

6

Subject = ZR; L|=Chinese; LjsEnglish

A two-way ANOVA on correct RTs showed no significant main effect of priming
in the Chinese to English experiment (L^ to U) in the item analysis with F(l,58)=1.96,
p>.05. There was no significant effect of priming in the EngUsh to Chinese experiment
either with F(l,58)=0.38, p>.05. The analysis of error rates showed no significance in
either the Chinese to English direction with F(l,58)=0.65, p>.05, or in the English to
Chinese direction with F(l,58)=0.23, p>.05.
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Discussion

Whereas DG showed significant priming from Li to Lj, but no significant priming
from Lj to L^, the present subjects show two additional, differing patterns. ZH shows
priming in both directions, while ZR shows priming in neither. What could account for
these three disparate patterns? One possibility certainly is that bilinguals will show
completely idiosyncratic patterns of cross-language priming. A closer inspection of
Table 11 however, suggests another possibility. Here it can be seen that ZR's response in
Lo is faster than her response in

by nearly 200 ms. Since response to L, would

normally be expected to be faster than response to L2, this suggests that ZR's language
dominance has been incorrectly diagnosed.
If in fact ZR is English dominant, then the absence of Chinese to English priming
under the normal presentation procedure would fit the typically obtained result that Lo
does not prime Li. However, the absence of priming from English to Chinese would be
unusual since Li is typically found to prime Lj. Assuming that English is ZR's L^, the
fact there is no Li to L2 priming might be explained on the grounds that the extended
presentation procedure was used. Unpublished data (Forster, 1999) on monolinguals
suggests that the extended procedure can weaken or even extinguish priming. This
weakening effect of an extended SOA can be explained as reflecting some type of
timeout mecham'sm. In other words, the prime is processed normally and its lexical enuy
opened, but if nothing is done with it within a set period of time, its lexical entry is
closed. In ZR's case, this would mean that the English prime's lexical entry is opened
normally, but since the information firom that entry is not immediately used, by the time

the Chinese target appears, the prime's entry has been closed and exerts no effect on
response to the target.
A similar mechanism has been shown to obtain for resolution of word ambiguity
in speech perception (Onifer and Swinney, 1981): All possible meanings for a word are
available immediately after exposure to the test stimulus, but after a very short delay (1.5
seconds; no more than a few syllables), only the most likely meaning given the preceding
context remains available. Second language translations in a sense represent an
alternative meaning to the first language word. It would not be unreasonable to suppose
that in a bilingual system, since first and second language words do not normally
alternate in natural speech, the Lo meanings which are generated by an Li stimulus would
be the first items to be dismissed as possible solutions to the problem of resolving the
meaning of the given stimulus.
Given the possibility that ZR's language dominance had been incorrectly
diagnosed, it was decided to question ZR more closely regarding her own assessment of
her skills in each of the languages. In brief, ZR indicated that she felt more
"comfortable" using English than using Chinese, and that if forced to choose, she
believed English to be her "stronger" language. The assumption that ZR's dominant
language was Chinese seemed reasonable enough to make at the beginning of the
research as she had reported that her parents spoke only Chinese to her, and this
presumably would have been the language to which she was initially exposed. In
retrospect, information which suggests that English is in fact ZR's dominant language
may be discerned in the contents of the background questionnaire (which may be found

in the appendix). However, since the linguistic background questionnaires were being
completed throughout the course of experimentation, this additional information which
may have suggested English dominance earlier was not available at the time these Hrst
experiments were run. Thus, at this point in the research, in order to explore the
possibility raised by both 2^'s Hrst results as well as her suggestion regarding her
language dominance, ZR was rerun through the cross-language experiments with English
designated as her L„ and Chinese as her Lj.
In addition to rerunning ZR, this opportunity was taken to rerun ZH as well on the
U to Li experiment, but this time under the normal presentation procedure. While ZH
has demonstrated priming in both directions, and the amount of priming obtained in each
direction is somewhat similar, it would be premature to say that this unequivocally
demonstrates symmetry, since different timing procedures were used for each direction.
The real challenge is to see whether or not priming obtains for both directions using the
same procedure. In the case of ZR, it is already clear that this pattern cannot be produced
as she has already demonstrated no effect under normal presentation for the Chinese to
English direction (now redesignated as her Lj to Li). As for ZH, the likelihood of
obtaining a pattern of symmeuy seems remote, given that the size of her priming effect
from L2 to Li in the extended procedure, although somewhat similar to, is already smaller
than priming in the Li to Lj direction.
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Cross-Language LDT FoUow-Up:
Results
The results of both subjects' follow-up cross-language experiments are presented
in Tables 13 and 14. In the case of ZR, consistent with previous pairs of cross-language
experiments, the L, to Li experiment employed the extended procedure.

Table 13: Mean cross-language lexical decision times in
milliseconds and percent errors for subject ZR.
L|

Lj

L2

L|

(SOA=50 ms.)

(SOA=200 ms.)

Unrelated

522 (4.2)

506 (1.7)

Translation

503 (1.7)

493 (0.8)

Priming

19*

13*

Subject s ZR; Li=English; L^sQiinese

A two-way ANOVA on conrect RTs showed a signiHcant main effect of priming
in the item analysis in both cross-language directions, with F(l,58)=16.61, p<.001 in the
English to Chinese direction, and F(l,58)=4.75, p<.05 in the Chinese to English
direction. The analysis of error rates showed no significance in either the English to
Chinese direction with F(1.58)=3.63, p>.05, or in the Chinese to English direction with
F(I,58)=1.27. p>.05.
The results of ZH's follow-up cross-language experiment are presented in Table
14. A two-way ANOVA on correct RTs showed no signiHcant main effect of priming in
the item analysis of the English to Chinese experiment, with F(l,58)=1.79, p>.05. The
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analysis of error rates likewise failed to reach the level of signiHcance with F(I,S8)=2.01,
p>.05.
Table 14; Mean cross-language lexical decision times in
milliseconds and percent errors for subject ZH.
L2-> LI
(SOA=50 ms.)

Unrelated
Translation

487 (3.7)
I.

Priming

(1.4)
6

Subject = ZH; L|= Chinese; 1-^= English

Discussion
These follow-up results advance two matters for consideration. First, as to the
matter of ZR's language dominance, the results support the hypothesis that ZR's
dominant language is not Chinese, but rather English. With English treated as the L„ we
now see the expected priming effect from

to L,. Priming is also found from L, to Lt

using the extended procedure which is consistent with ZH's

to

results using the

extended procedure. ZR's absolute RTs in the unrelated condition are still slower for
English targets than for Chinese targets, but this speed difference in the follow-up
experiments is not nearly as large as when Chinese was treated as the Li (compare 16 ms.
slower here to nearly 200 ms. slower in the ZR's first set), and thus not of great concern.
Second and more importantly though, as to the matter of symmeuy, the pattern of
results now shown by ZR and ZH are consistent with one another. ZR now shows
priming firom

to 1^ under the standard procedure (Table 12), but no priming &om Lj to
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Lt under the standard procedure (Table II). Similarly, using standard procedures, ZH
shows priming from Li to Lj (Table 10), but from

to Li (Table 13), priming is absent.

It appears then, for the moment, that even highly proficient, "native" bilinguals can
demonstrate response time asymmetry in cross-language masked prime experiments.
To assure that the primes in the critical set of cross-language experiments were
available to both ZH and ZR, as with DG, they were run next through the withinlanguage lexical decision tasks in both Chinese and English.

Within-Language LDTs
Procedure

Since the purpose of the within-language experiments was to determine whether
or not the primes were available to the subjects in the cross-language experiments, and
since the cross-language experiments of primary interest were those run under the
standard presentation procedure, the standard procedure was adopted for the withinlanguage experiments.

Essulls
The results for the within-language experiments for ZH may be found on the
following page in Table 15. A two-way ANOVA on correct RTs showed a significant
main effect of priming in both experiments in the item analysis with F(l,58)=178.57,
p<.001 in the Chinese to Chinese experiment, and F(l,58)=92.98, p<.001 in the Engh'sh
to English experiment Similarly, the analysis of error rates showed significance in both
the Chinese experiment with F(l,58)=16.28, p<.001, as well as the English experiment
with F(l,58)=32.42, p<.001.
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Table 15: Mean within-language lexical decision times in
milliseconds and percent errors for subject ZH.
L|

L|

Lj

1*2

(SOA=50 ms.)

(SOA=50 ms.)

Unrelated

541 (3.7)

485(12.0)

Translation

454 (0.0)

433 (1.7)

Priming

87*

52*

Subject = ZH; L|=Cbinese; L^sEnglish

The results of ZR's within-language experiments follow in Table 16.

Table 16: Mean within-language lexical decision times in
milliseconds and percent errors for subject ZR.
L|

L|

Lj

Lf2

(SOA=50 ms.)

(SOA=50 ms.)

Unrelated

483 (3.1)

584 (3.9)

Translation

466 (2.5)

549 (4.2)

Priming

17*

35*

Subject = ZR; Li=Eoglish; LjsCbinese

A two-way ANOVA on correct RTs showed a signiHcant main effect of priming
in both experiments in the item analysis with F(l,58)=8.52, p<.05 in the English to
English experiment, and F(l,58)=19.00, p<.001 in the Chinese to Chinese experiment.
The analysis of error rates failed to reach the level of signiHcance in either the English
experiment with F(l,58)=0.33, p>.05, or in the Chinese experiment with F(l,58)=0.04,
p>.05.
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Discussion
Both subjects showed a significant priming effect in both the Chinese to Chinese,
and the English to English experiments using the standard presentation procedure,
although is should be noted that ZR showed rather weak effects in the English experiment
(even though we are presuming this is her dominant language). The obvious inference to
be taken from these results is that since the primes were available to affect response to
targets in these experiments, by extension, they were available in the cross-language
experiments. Since priming was obtained for both subjects in the Li to L, experiments,
this inference is not particularly surprising. But given that these subjects are ideal
bilinguals, and that L, primes are demonstrably available under the standard presentation
procedure, the absence of priming from L2 to Li is surprising.

General Discussion
The first subject, DG, had shown a clear pattern of asymmetric cross-language
priming. The main purpose behind studying ZH and ZR was to determine whether or not
this pattern of effects was idiosyncratic.
The results of the initial cross-language experiments with ZH and ZR revealed
two additional patterns of effects. ZH showed significant priming in both language
directions, while ZR showed priming in neither. Two possibilities were raised to explain
these discrepancies. One possibility was that the balance and interconnections between
the languages of each bilingual could be expected to be unique, and hence each bilingual
tested could be expected to demonstrate a completely idiosyncratic pattern of crosslanguage priming. Given, though, that ZR's response to English targets was nearly 200

ms. faster than her response to Chinese targets, the more likely possibility seemed to be
that her language dominance had been incorrectly diagnosed.
The latter possibility was tested by rerunning ZR through the cross-language
experiments with the procedures adjusted so as to treat English as her Li, and Chinese as
her Lj. At the same time, ZH was also rerun through the In to Lt experiment with the
presentation procedure adjusted from the original extended procedure to the standard
procedure. This was done so that an equitable comparison of results for both subjects
could be made for each language direction when tested utilizing the standard procedure.
Thus the follow-up experiments addressed both the question of ZR's language
dominance, and the larger question as to whether or not priming could be obtained in
both language directions when both were u-eated in a procedurally equal manner.
In the follow-up experiments, ZR showed signiHcant priming from Li (now
assumed to be English) to

using standard procedures. For ZH, priming was absent in

the Lj to Lt direction under standard procedures. On the one hand, this empirically
conHrmed that ZR's dominant language is English, and on the other hand disclosed a
consistent pattern of asymmetric cross-language priming effects across all three subjects.
Caution was urged, however, not to accept this conclusion unequivocally before
determining whether or not the primes were in fact available to the subjects in the crosslanguage experiments. Consequently, both subjects were run through within-language
experiments employing the same procedures which failed to produce priming in the
cross-language experiments.

Both ZH and 2^ showed significant priming effects in both the Chinese to
Chinese, and the English to English experiments, conHrming that under the given
procedures, both Li and Lj primes are available to them for processing. These results
effectively dismissed the possibility that ZH and ZR failed to demonstrate Lj to Li
priming due to slower Lj processing, as well as the possibility that neither possess
sufflcient proficiency in their

to have obtained such priming.

Thus, it appears that even highly proficient, "native" bilinguals can demonstrate
the same priming asymmetries that less protlcient, late Lj learners demonsU'ate. The
question this raises then is whether proficiency alone is responsible for this pattern, or
whether this pattern may be an age of acquisition effect. Consider that ZH and ZR do
show Li to Lt priming under the extended procedure, whereas the subjects in Jiang (1998)
demonstrated no

to Li priming despite that fact that they were also given the benefit of

a longer SOA.
In order to explore this issue, two more subjects were recruited. WZ was
recruited as a subject who is representative of those studied by Jiang (1998). DH on the
other hand was recruited specifically because of her exceptionally high Lj English
proHciency, despite having acquired English at about the same age as the subjects in
Jiang (1998) as well as WZ. It was reasoned that if DH exhibited

to L, priming, but

WZ did not, the difference in effects could be plausibly ascribed to differences in the
subjects' levels of proficiency, such that Lj to Li priming in the extended procedure
obtains only for bilinguals who are exceptionally proHcient in their Lj. If however, both
DH and WZ were to exhibit no Lj to

priming, then the differences in findings between

the two studies could be aptly construed to be an of age of acquisition effect. The
studies of DH and WZ are addressed next.
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CHAPTERS: CASE STUDIES 4 AND 5; DH AND WZ
Introduction
The masked prime paradigm has been used to test three native Chinese-English
bilinguals in both cross- and within-language lexical decision.

All three have

demonstrated the same pattern of results; Significant Li to Li and Li to L, priming, but
no significant U to L, priming despite

to Lj priming under the same procedures. In

the cases of ZH and ZR speciHcally, this meant that using the standard procedure, both
showed a signiHcant effect of priming from L2 to L,, but not from Lj to Li. ZH and ZR
did, however, demonstrate signiHcant Lj to Li priming when the procedure was changed
to extend the prime-target SO A. This finding stands in contrast to that of Jiang (1998)
who found no

to Li priming even when using an extended SOA.

The purpose of this chapter speciHcally is to explore whether or not this contrast
in results may be caused by differing levels of proHciency, or perhaps by some other
factors related to age of acquisition. To this end, two additional case study subjects were
recruited. Both subjects are from the People's Republic of China. The first, DH, was
recruited speciHcally because she is a very highly proHcient late-learner of English. The
second, WZ, whose EngHsh proficiency appears to be more typical of the subjects used in
Jiang's study, was recruited as a control case.
Description Of Subjects
DH is a 29-year old female native of Beijing who currently resides in Tucson,
Arizona, while pursuing a Ph.D. in Second Language Acquisition and Teaching from the
University of Arizona. She earned a BA in English (with an emphasis on Literature)

firom West China University of Medical Sciences, and an MA in Linguistics from the
UniversiQr of Iowa. At the beginning of her case study, she had been in the United States
a total of 2 years and S months. Other than her stay in the U.S., DH has not been outside
of the People's Republic of China. She speaks Mandarin, English, as well as the Beijing
and Sichuan dialects of Chinese. She has also studied German, but remarks that she has
lost all ability in that language.

DH began learning English at the age of 13, and

formally studied it for 10 years. DH estimates that she uses English for daily activity
80% of the time, and is confident that she understands approximately 98% of what she
reads in English.
In addition to her academic utilization of English, DH taught English for 4 years
in Beijing Medical University, with an emphasis on medical English. She has also taken
various short-term jobs in tutoring, translation, and interpretauon, a notable example
being when she was called upon to perform simultaneous translation for a meeting
between officials in the P.R.C.'s Ministry of Public Health and the World Health
Organization. Moreover, while at the University of Iowa, DH taught ESL grammar,
writing, and conversation for 2 years. She rates her English proficiency as "excellent" in
all areas: reading, speaking, writing, and listening. Informal observations suggest that
she is unusually proticient in English to the point that in a phone conversation, she could
possibly convince a nai've listener that some varieQr of English is her native language.
WZ is a 2S-year old male native of Shanghai who currently resides in Tucson,
Arizona, while pursuing an MS in Computer Science from the University of Arizona. WZ
earned his BS in Computer Science from Shanghai Universi^. At the time of the study.
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WZ had been in the United States for 6 months. He speaks Shanghaiese, Mandarin, and
English. WZ estimates that he spends approximately 60% of his time daily using
English, and estimates that he understands approximately 70% of what he reads in
English. He began studying English at the age of 11, and continued formal study for 13
years. In his own assessment, WZ rates his proHciency in English reading, speaking,
writing, and listening as "good." In informal observations, his English proficiency
appears to be typical for a graduate student from the People's Republic of China.
DH and WZ were both formally trained in the reading and writing of simpUHed
Chinese characters. This raised a concern as to whether or not they would have trouble
performing the experiments since the materials for these experiments make use of
traditional characters. Many character simpliflcations are based on the abbreviation of a
component radical, this abbreviation in turn being based on shorthand forms which are
commonly used in informal, handwritten text, even in the P.R.C. However, certain other
simpliHcations are based on more substantial component substitutions.
Both DH and WZ claimed to have studied traditional character materials and
before testing, expressed great confldence that they could easily recognize nearly all
traditional characters. Yet to ensure that none of the stimuli used in this study contained
traditional characters which might be obscure to Mainland readers, the Chinese stimuli
were pre-screened by a Mainland Chinese associate who was not a subject of this study.
This associate was convinced that none of the characters used in these experiments would
be unfamiliar to educated Mainland readers. In addition to this pre-experimental
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endorsement, post-experimental inquiries with DH and WZ confirmed that the characters
used in these experiments were familiar to both of them.
Cross-Language LDTs

Procedure
As with all previous case studies, experiments in which Li was the prime
employed the standard presentation procedure, and experiments in which L, was the
prime initially employed the extended presentation procedure, pending the potential
discovery of priming.

Results

The results of the cross-language lexical decision experiments for both subjects
are presented together in Table 17.
For DH, a two-way ANOVA on correct RTs showed a significant main effect of
priming in the Chinese to English experiment (L, to Lj) in the item analysis with
F(l,58)=64.33, p<.001. In the English to Chinese experiment item analysis, priming
failed to reach the level of significance with F(l,58)=0.16, p>.05. The analysis of error
rates reached the level of significance in the Chinese to English direction with
F(1,S8)=S.81, pcO.OS, but failed to reach significance in the English to Chinese direction
with F(l,58)=0.00, p>.05.
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Table 17: Mean cross-language lexical decision times in milliseconds
and percent errors for subjects DH and WZ.
L<|

DH

Lj

Li

(SOA=50 ms.)

(SOA=200 ms.)

Unrelated

479 (4.2)

434 (2.5)

Translation

439 (1.1)

435 (2.5)

Priming

WZ

L2

40»

-1

Unrelated

597 (2.0)

543 (2.5)

Translation

576 (2.0)

549 (3.3)

Priming

22*

-6

L|=aiinese; L^English

In the case of WZ, a two-way ANOVA on correct RTs showed a significant main
effect of priming in the Chinese to English experiment (Li to Lj) in the item analysis with
F(l,58)=4.78, p<.05. In the English to Chinese experiment item analysis, priming failed
to reach a level of significance with F(l,58)=0.40, p>.05. The analysis of error rates
showed no signiHcance in either the Chinese to English direction with F(l,58)=0.00,
p>.05, or in the English to Chinese direction with F(l,58)=0.35, p>.05.

Discussion

In regards to Lj to Li priming, in spite of the extended SOA used in this
experiment, neither DH nor WZ demonstrate a significant priming effect. To the
contrary, both similarly demonstrate almost no effect These results are consistent with
those observed by Jiang (1998); namely, significant priming from Li to

under the

standard presentation procedure, but no priming from Lj to Li under the extended
presentation procedure. These results are also consistent with those observed for DG, but
are not consistent with those observed for ZH and ZR.
Several other points of comparison may be drawn from these results. First, in the
Li to L2 (Chinese to English) experiment, both DH and WZ showed a signiflcant level of
priming. DH in fact showed the largest effect (40 ms.) of all five case study subjects, as
well as the fastest absolute mean RT in the unrelated condition (479 ms.). On the other
hand, DH was the only subject of the Hve who showed significance in the error rate
analysis, with the greater percentage of errors being in the unrelated condition. Taken
together, this likely indicates a speed-error tradeoff whereby DH put a slightly higher
premium on speed than accuracy.
Second, as would be expected, a comparison of the absolute response times in the
unrelated conditions of each experiment within subjects reveals that overall, U targets
were responded to more slowly than Lt targets. In DH's case, English (Lj) targets were
responded to 45 ms. slower than Chinese (L^) targets. In WZ's case, English targets were
responded to 54 ms. more slowly; a difference which is similar to that of DH.
The fact that WZ's pattern of results were consistent with those of Jiang (1998) is
not surprising. WZ was, after all, recruited specifically because of his similarity with
those subjects. The absence of L2 to Li priming for DH however, is somewhat more
surprising. With her exceptionally high proHciency, it would seem reasonable to have
expected to see results for DH more similar to those of ZH and ZR in the extended
procedure. Yet, the pattern and size of her e^ect is much more similar to that of WZ than

to ZH and ZR. Since DH's language proticiencies are much more similar to those of ZH
and ZR than to those of WZ, this would appear to dismiss the possibility that proHciency
alone accounts for these discordant patterns of results.
This leaves two alternative explanations. First, the difference between the pattern
of effects for DH and WZ relative to ZH and ZR may truly reflect an effect of age of
acquisition of the Lj. Second, the possibility must be raised once again that for some
reason, the

English primes may not have been available to DH and WZ. The latter of

course is a possibility for which we are in a good position to immediately test. Thus, in
order to assess the availability of the English primes (as well as to conHrm availability of
the Chinese primes), DH and WZ were run through the within-language experiments. As
in previous cases, the procedures are matched to those used in the cross-language
experiments according to the language of the prime (i.e., for DH and WZ, the extended
procedure is used in the Lj to Lj experiment).

Witliln-Language LDTs

Results
The results of the within-language experiments for both subjects are presented
together in Table 18.
In the case of DH, a two-way ANOVA on correct RTs showed a signillcant main
effect of priming in both experiments in the item analysis with F(l,58)=281.84, p<.001 in
the Chinese to Chinese experiment, and F(1,S8)=11.44, p<0.01 in the English to English
experiment. The analysis of error rates showed significance only in the Chinese
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experiment with F(1,58)=1S.96, p<.001; error rates in the English experiment did not
reach significance with F(1,S8)=0.40, p>.OS.
Table 18: Mean within-language lexical decision times in
milliseconds and percent errors for subjects DH and WZ.
L|

DH

L2

Lj

(SOA=50 ms.)

(SOA=200 im.)

Unrelated

422 (6.4)

545 (6.1)

Translation

348 (0.3)

523 (5.3)

Priming

WZ

L|

74»

22*

Unrelated

569 (2.8)

625 (1.4)

Translation

531 (2.5)

585 (2.8)

Priming

38*

40»

Li=Chinese; Lj^English

In the case of WZ, a two-way ANOVA on correct RTs showed a significant main
effect of priming in both experiments in the item analysis with F(l,58)=17.82, p<.001 in
the Chinese to Chinese experiment, and F(1,S8)=16.90, p<.001 in the English to English
experiment The analysis of error rates failed to reach the level of significance in the
both Chinese experiment with F(1,S8)=0.07, p>.OS, and in the English experiment with
F(l,58)=2.29. p>.05.
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Discussion

The most obvious point to be taken from these results is also the most important:
For both subjects, although

clearly primes L2, Lj does not prime Li; and this despite

the fact that the same presentation procedure is used in both experiments. This result has
been consistent across all subjects, and is discussed further in the general discussion.
Meanwhile, a few other minor points regarding these results may be noted.
In the Chinese to Chinese experiment, DH once again showed the fastest response
times of all five subjects, but also showed significance in her error rate. The majority of
her errors were made in the unrelated condition. An inspection of the specific item error
rates in that condition reveals that two items triggered errors 50% of the time, and two
triggered errors 33% of the time. The former two items were the Chinese words [xin4fengl] (envelope) and [yi4-shu4] (art), while the latter two were [mian4-baol] (bread)
and [zhen3-touS] (pillow). These were the highest error rates to individual items for DH.
Although in general, the error rates for all subjects are very low, one possible
source of errors in the Chinese to Chinese experiments should be mentioned. Recall that
in order to effect a visual change between prime and target, a different font face was used
for the targets in the Chinese to Chinese experiment than was used for the primes and
targets in the cross-language experiments (as well as the primes for Chinese to Chinese).
The difference between this font face and the normally utilized font face is analogous to
the difference between typewritten English and handwritten cursive English. While the
font is clearly legible by native Chinese readers, one or two specific characters may cause
greater recognition difficult for some subjects than for others. This was likely the case
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with DH. However, the problem overall should not be of great concern since it is limited
only to this particular experiment, and since a review of the error rates for ail subjects in
the Chinese to Chinese experiment reveals a generally low rate of errors.
General Discussion
The purpose in proceeding with these additional case studies was to explore
whether or not differences in level of proHciency or age of acquisition would change the
pattern of priming results. DH and WZ showed a signiHcant priming effect from Li to
Lj. Yet despite the use of an extended SOA in the L, to Li experiments, neither DH nor
WZ demonstrated a significant priming effect. Given WZ's relatively lower English
proHciency, the absence of U to Li priming in his case was not unexpected. But given
DH's exceptionally high level of English proHciency, the absence of U to

priming in

her case was surprising. More surprising yet was the fact that the direction and size of
the effect for both DH and WZ was very similar.
When comparing the U to L, results with other extended SOA L, to L,
experiments, the pattern shown by DH and WZ was found to be inconsistent with the
pattern observed for ZH and ZR. ZH and ZR did in fact show
extended SOA was utilized. Since DH's

to

priming when the

proficiency is much more similar to that of

ZH and ZR than to that of WZ, this would appear to dismiss the possibility that
proficiency alone accounts for the absence of

to

priming for DH and WZ.

With proHciency level dismissed, the remaining alternatives to explain the
absence of

to Li priming for DH and WZ were that this was indeed a consequence of

differences in age of acquisition, or that for some reason, the primes were unavailable to

DH and WZ in the given procedures. The latter possibility was put to the test by running
DH and WZ through the within-language experiments, matching the SOAs for these to
the SOAs of the cross-language experiments according to the language of the prime. The
results of the within-language experiments clearly indicated that both Lt and Lj primes
were available to DH and WZ at the given SOAs, implying that the unavailability-ofprime hypothesis could not account for the absence of Lj to Li priming.
Since the results of numerous lexical decision experiments have been scattered
throughout these last few chapters, for ease of comprehension and reference, the results
of the most germane of these experiments are presented together next and a general
summary given.

Summary Of Patterns For All Subjects bi Lexical Decision
Five subjects have now been tested: three native Chinese-English bilinguals, and
two whose native language is Chinese, and whose English was late-learned. All tive
demonstrate signiHcant Li to Li and Li to Ln priming. All five showed signiHcant Li to
L2 priming as well. Three subjects, DG, DH, and WZ failed to show Lj to Li priming
under the extended presentation procedure, but under this procedure, ZH and ZR did in
fact show priming. However, the critical Hnding is that all Hve demonstrate no
signiHcant Lj to

priming under the same procedure in which they show significant Lj

to L2 priming. This pattern of priming effects is illustrated in Table 19.
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Table 19; The pattern of priming results for all subjects in
cross- and within-Ianguage lexical decision experiments.
^ 1^2

L2

Li

Li —^ Li

L2 —> L2

DG L, Chiooe

»

_

»

*

ZH L, Chiooe

•

_/•

•

*/nr»''

ZR L, Eogiiih

*

_/»

»

»/nr*

DH L, Chiooe

*

_

»

*

WZ L, Chioew

»

_

»

*

* = significant at p<.OS; -=not signiHcant; multiple signs for ZH and
ZR in L2 to L, indicate effects in the short and long SO A experiments
respectively, "nr" indicates "not reported."

What is suiking about this pattern is its consistency, regardless of the subjects'
proficiency or age of acquisition. Table 20 on the following page illustrates the size of
the priming effect obtained for each subject. Of particular interest here is the clear
asymmetry of priming effect sizes when comparing the cross-language experiments. Of
particular note though, is that in the case of ZR, a comparison between the cross-language
effects in the standard procedure shows a very small difference in effects. Even when
rerun in Lj to Li with the extended procedure, the priming effect, though significant, is
not much larger in size than the insignificant effect in the standard procedure experiment,
differing only by 4 ms. This may suggest that ZR comes the closest to equally utilizing
^ Although both ZH and ZR were additionally run through the Lj to Lj experiment under
the extended procedures, the results are not chscussed in the main text since they are not
directly relevant to the argument at hand. For the curious reader, both ZH and ZR
showed significant within-Ianguage Lj priming under the extended procedure, with ZH
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conceptual mediations in each language-order direction. The asymmetry in the case of
DG appears small as well, however, since the procedures in the two directions were not
identical, such a comparison is difficult to interpret In all other cases, the asymmetry is
more pronounced.

Table 20: Size of priming effects in milliseconds and
procedures utilized for all subjects in lexical decision
experiments.
Li -> Lj

L2 —> L,

L, -> Li

L2 -> L2

DG L, Oiineie

13*

I

45'

55*

ZH L, Giinae

34'

6/22'

87'

52* / nr»

ZR L, EnglUh

19'

9/13*

17'

34* / nr*

DH L,Clunc«e

40'

-2

73'

64*

\VZ L, Chinoe

22*

-6

38'

48*

* = significant at p<.OS; muitipte values for ZH and ZR in L2 to L,
show priming in the short and long SOA experiments respectively,
"nr" indicates "not reported."

While the number of observations in this study is far from powerful enough to
make any meaningful predictions, it is still interesting to note that taken in groups, the
effect sizes fall in to a relatively consistent order of power: Within-language priming
tends to be similarly strong in both languages, the effect from Li to
and the effect from

is more moderate,

to Li is extremely weak.

obtaining 120 ms., and ZR 71 ms. ZH reported being fully aware of the primes most of
the time, so the main effect is likely confounded by strategic processes.

One possibiliQr that must be considered at this point is that while the results for
the later-learning bilinguals conforms to observations in other studies, the results for the
native bilinguals are idiosyncratic. ZR not only came very close to demonstrating crosslanguage priming in both language-order directions, but the effect sizes in both directions
are relatively small. In addition, while the asymmetry in ZH's case is more pronounced,
the size of her

to Li priming effect was not much different from ZR's. Even if

idiosyncratic, the results here would still be interesting since a Onding of symmetry in
other native bilinguals would only demonstrate that the effect is not consistent.
In contrast to the possibility that these results are idiosyncratic is an interpretation
presented by Jiang (1998). In a set of group experiments having similar purpose and
design, Jiang found a similar asymmetry in lexical decision. That is, under standard
presentation procedures, subjects showed signiHcant Li to Lj priming, but even under an
extended procedure (SOA=2SO ms.), subjects failed to show I^ to Li priming. He went
on to raise the possibility that the links between the

and Li are represented in episodic

memory. Since lexical decision does not typically produce priming for episodically
linked word pairs, if this explanation were correct,

to Lt priming could not be expected

in lexical decision. In order to test this hypothesis, Jiang employed a pair of crosslanguage priming tasks designed to specifically tap episodic resources. Surprisingly,
Jiang found that in these episodic recognition tasks, the response asymmetry was
reversed:

now primed L^, but

did not prime Lj.

If Li processing indeed entails heavy reliance on episodic resources, it would be
interesting to determine whether or not this reliance is dependent upon level of Lj
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proficiency. In other words, is this a transitional reliance which is characteristic of
developing bilinguals whose proficiency is less than oative-like, or is this implication of
episodic resources characteristic of all bilingual cognitive architecture? In order to
address this question, two cross-language episodic recognition tasks were added to the
battery of experiments to be completed by the subjects in this investigation.
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CHAPTER 6: EPISODIC RECOGNITION
Introduction
Five subjects have now been tested in masked lexical decision tasks: three native
Chinese-English bilinguals, and two whose native language is Chinese, and whose
English was learned later. All five demonstrate signiflcant Li to Li and

to L, priming.

Critically though, none of the subjects showed signiHcant Lj to Li priming despite
significant Lo to Lj priming under identical procedures.
In experiments by Jiang (1998) with native Chinese who were later-learners of
English, a similar cross-language asymmetry in a lexical decision task was observed.
However, when a different task was used, namely a speeded episodic recognition task,
the asymmetry was reversed so that

now primed Li, but L, did not prime L^. In such a

task, subjects are first presented with a study list of words to be memorized, then in a
subsequent test phase are presented with real word targets. The subjects' task is to decide
whether or not the target word is a word that appeared on the study list. Jiang (1998)
explained this curious reversal in the cross-language priming asymmetry by suggesting
that the

lexicon is represented in episodic memory, and that the links from the

to the

Li are episodically mediated.
The episodic recognition task employed by Jiang (1998) constitutes a valuable
additional tool for exploring bilingual representation and processing. The subjects in
Jiang's study typically learned English at an age similar to that of DH and WZ. If it is the
case that

processing depends upon the involvement of episodic memory, it would be
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interesting to know whether or not this a transitional dependence, or a characteristic of
bilingual cognitive architecture. The experiments in this chapter address this question.
If it is a characteristic of bilingual cognitive architecture that Lj is represented in
episodic memory, and that L2 processing therefore relies on episodic resources, then the
subjects in this study should show a reversal of asymmetric priming in cross-language
experiments when the task is changed from lexical decision to episodic recognition. If,
on the other hand, this apparent episodic involvement is simply a transitional dependence,
then only the two later-learning subjects in this study should show a reversal in priming
asymmetry when switching to episodic recognition.

Methods
Sutuecu
All subjects expect for DG (who had withdrawn by this time) participated in the
episodic experiments (i.e., ZH, ZR, DH, and WZ).

Materials and Design

All episodic experiments followed a 2 x 2 factorial design with prime-target
relationship (translation, unrelated) and status decision (old, new) as within-subjects
factors.
The materials for these experiments consisted of a set of 30 "old" items (i.e.,
items which would appear on the study list), and 30 "new" items. The old items were
drawn from the original set of 60 translation equivalent pairs. The new items consisted of
30 Chinese words matched for frequency to the Chinese words in the critical set, along
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with their respective English translations as determined by Chinese-English dictionaries
and native Chinese-speaking consultants.
The overall set of 60 words was of mixed frequencies, and in English, of mixed
lengths. Statistical information regarding these words was calculated by the same
methods described in chapter two, and is presented in Table 21 for English, and in Table
22 for Chinese.

Table 21: Length and frequency information for
English words used in episodic recognition.
Word Length

Word Frequency

Mean

6

117

Median

6

85

Min

3

2

Max

10

492

Table 22; Frequency information for Chinese words
used in episodic recognition.
Suen Frequency

Adjusted Frequency

Mean

109

124

Median

67

76

Min

5

6

Max

446

507

An additional 60 Chinese words were used as primes in the unrelated condition.
These words were matched in frequency to the translation primes for which they
substituted. The corresponding English words for these unrelated primes were
detennined by consultation with Chinese-English dictionaries and native-speaker
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infonnants, and acted as the unrelated primes in the English to Chinese episodic
experiment.
In addition to the actual test items, another 28 Chinese-English item pairs were
chosen from the translation survey materials for use in a practice version of the
experiment. For the unrelated condition in the Chinese to English practice experiment,
an additional 14 Chinese words acted as primes in the unrelated condition, and were
matched for frequency to the translation primes for which they substituted. Likewise, for
the English to Chinese practice experiment, an additional 14 English words, matched for
letter length and frequency were chosen to act as primes in the unrelated condition.

Procedure

Four experiments in total were prepared: Two cross-language practice tests; and
two critical tests. The practice tests contained a total of 28 items, 14 of which constituted
the study set. The critical tests contained a total of 60 items, 30 of which constituted the
critical study set. For each experiment, two presentation lists were prepared, being
counterbalanced according to prime-target relationship.
Before participating in the critical experiments, all subjects were run through a
practice version of the episodic task in the same language-order direction that was to be
used in the critical test. This was done as a means of orienting subjects to the episodic
task. After completing one practice session, subjects were asked whether or not they
required additional practice in order to understand the task. If the subject indicated the
need for more practice, he or she was rerun on the practice test. Subjects typically
required only one, and never exceeded two practice sessions.
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Both the practice and the critical tests were presented in the same manner.
Subjects were given written instructions prior to each experiment. The instructions were
repeated orally, and subjects were asked to conHrm that they understood the procedure.
Each experiment was comprised of two phases: A study phase; and a test phase. During
the study phase, words from the critical study set were presented for 3 seconds apiece at 1
second intervals. Once all words had been displayed, an array of all study words was
presented onscreen. Subjects were permitted to view the Hnal array as long as they
wished. No subject spent more than two minutes viewing this array, and after 2 sessions,
subjects generally spent less than 10 seconds viewing it
Once subjects had signaled they were finished viewing the study array, an
instruction line appeared alerting them that the test was to begin. During the test phase,
subjects were required to decide as quicidy and as accurately as possible whether or not
the target appeared on the study list. Both the standard and the extended procedures were
used, following the same timing sequences and utilization of masks as described for the
lexical decision experiments in Chapter 2. Immediately after making a decision, subjects
received feedback on their decision.

Apparatus and Controls

These were the same as used in the lexical decision experiments.

Data Treatment

Data were treated in the same manner as in the lexical decision experiments, i.e.,
item analysis was chosen over session analysis as the critical treatment.
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Results For ZH And ZR
ZH and ZR were run Hrst on the Li to Lj experiment under the standard
procedure, and on the Lj to

experiment under the extended procedure. This

combination of procedures reflects those under which they Hrst ran through the lexical
decision tasks. The results for ZH are presented in Table 23.

Table 23; Mean cross-language episodic recognition times in milliseconds and percent
errors for subject ZH.
Li| Lij
L2 L|
(SOA=50 ms.)

(SOA=200 ms.)

ERT

ERT

Old

New

Old

New

Translation

482 (2.8)

548 (9.5)

448 (I.I)

495 (2.8)

Unrelated

512 (7.2)

565 (6.1)

522 (5.6)

512 (5.0)

Priming

30*

Main effect priming:

17
24*

74*

17
46*

Subject=ZH; Ll=Qunese; L2=Engiisfa

For the Li to L, experiment, a three-way ANOVA on correct RTs in the item
analysis showed signiHcant main effects of priming with F(1,S6)=:17.99, p<.001, and of
old/new status decision with F(1,S6)=47.12, p<.001. Moreover, priming and status
decision did not interact, F(l,56)=1.31, p>.05. The analysis of error rates showed no
signiHcance for either priming with F(1,S6)=0.10, p>.05, or status decision with
F(1,S6)=0.78, p>.OS. The analysis did however, show an interaction for error rates in
priming and status decision with F(1,56)=S.01, p<.OS.
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For the Lj to Li experiment, an ANOVA on correct RTs in the item analysis
showed a signiHcant main effect for priming with F(l,56)=56.43, p<.001, but no
significant main effect for status decision, with F(l,56)=2.69, p>.05. There was a
significant effect of interaction between priming and status decision, with F(l,56)=21.77,
p<.001. The analysis of error rates showed a significant effect of priming with
F(l,56)=6.34, p<.05, but no significant effect for status decision with F(l,56)=9.19,
p>.05. No interaction between the error rates in priming and status decision was found,
with F(l,56)=0.7l, p>.05.
The results for ZR are presented in Table 24. They show that in the L, to Lo
experiment, a three-way ANOVA on correct RTs in the item analysis showed a
significant main effect of priming with F(1,S6)=1S.84, p<.001, but no effect for status
decision, with F(l,56)=0.22, p>.05. There was no significant interaction between
priming and status decision, with F(l,56)=0,10, p>.05. Similarly, the analysis of error
rates showed a significant effect for priming with F(l,56)=6.54, p<0.05, but no
significant effect for status decision with F(1,S6)=.012, p>.OS. As in the response time
analysis, there was no interaction between priming and status decision in the error
analysis with F(l,56)=0.00, p>.05.
In die L2 to Li experiment, an ANOVA on correct responses in the item analysis
showed a significant main effect of priming, with F(1,S6)=28.21, p<.001. There was no
main effect of status decision, with F(l,S6)sl.24, p>.OS. There was a significant
interaction between priming and status decision, with F(1,S6)=1L14, p<.OL In the error
analysis, there were no main effects for priming, with F(1,S6)=.07, p>.05, or for status
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decision with F(l,56)=.05, p>.05. Neither was there an interaction in the error analysis
between priming and status decision, with F(1,S6)=3.43, p>.05.

Table 24: Mean cross-language episodic recognition times in milliseconds and percent
errors for subject ZR.
IJ| lij
1(2 l"!
(SOA=50 ms.)

(SOA=200 ms.)

ERT

ERT

Old

New

Old

New

Translation

535 (I.I)

542 (1.7)

531 (I.I)

560 (3.3)

Unrelated

559 (3.9)

562 (4.4)

580 (3.3)

571 (1.7)

Priming

24*

Main effect priming:

20*

49*

22*

11
30*

Subject = ZR; Ll=English: L2=Chinese

Discussion

Both ZH and ZR show significant effects for priming in each language-order
direction. Both show a similarly moderate amount of priming from

to L,, but while

ZH shows a strong effect for status decision, ZR shows almost none. Moreover, their
response times in the "new" condition are very similar; It is in response to the "old"
condition items that the status decision effect is different for each.
On the one hand, the priming effect from Lj to Li does not seem surprising, even
though we are looking for a reversal. In the analogous lexical decision experiment, these
native subjects showed priming where the later-learners did not, but failed to show
priming when the procedure was changed to the standard one. Since this advantage could
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reasonably be attributed to proHciency, it would seem to follow that they would similarly
show some kind of proficiency advantage here too.

Moreover, it was under a similarly

extended procedure that Jiang (1998) obtained priming. So even if we hypothesize that
the Lj is episodically stored and that for some reason the processes involved would block
proficiency from exerting some additional influence, we might still expect to see priming.
But the critical issue behind the experiments was to determine whether or not the crosslanguage asymmetry could be reversed in the episodic tasks under procedures identical to
those in the lexical decision tasks.
Since it was under the normal procedure in lexical decision that ZH and ZR failed
to show Lj to Li priming, the critical experiment is the L2 to Li experiment run under the
normal procedure. Determining whether or not they will now show priming in this
direction where they failed to show it before is the purpose of the next experiments. In
the experiments which follow, ZH and ZR were rerun through their respective

to Li

episodic tasks with the SOA changed to SO ms.

Additional Results For ZH And ZR
The results of the Lj to Li standard procedure experiments for ZH and ZR are
presented together in Table 25. For ZH, an ANOVA on correct responses in the item
analysis showed no significant main effect for either priming, with F(1,S6)=1.44, p>.OS,
or for status decision with F(1,S6)=3.8. p>.OS. Neither was there a significant interaction
between priming and status decision, with F(I,56)=1.65. p>.OS. Similarly, in the error
analysis there were no significant effects for either priming, with F(1,S6)=0.30, p>.OS, for
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status decision with F(l,56)=2.52, p>.05, or for inieraction between these, with
F(l,56)=0.30, p>.05.

Table 25: Mean Lj to Li episodic recognition times in milliseconds and percent errors
for subjects ZH and ZR under the standard presentation procedure.
L2

1*1

L2

L|

(Subject=ZH; SOA=SO ms.)

(Subject=:23l SOA=SO ms.)

ERT

ERT

Old

New

Old

New

Translation

479 (2.2)

501 (7.8)

504 (2.2)

534 (7.8)

Unrelated

490 (2.2)

501 (6.1)

505 (5.0)

541 (6.7)

Priming

11

Main effect priming;

0

2

5

Subject = ZH; Ll=C!binese: L2=Engiish

7
4

Subject = ZR; Li=English; LZsQiinese

For ZR, in the item analysis, an ANOVA on correct responses showed no
significant main effect for priming, with F(l,56)=1.36, p>.05, however, there was a
significant effect for status decision, with F(l,56)=16.23, p<.001. There was no
significant interaction between priming and status decision, with F(l,56)=0.57, p>.05. In
the error analysis, there were no significant effects for either priming, with F(l,56)=0.32,
p>.05, or for status decision, with F(l,56)=2.11, p>.05. There was no interaction
between priming and status decision, with F(l,56)=1.73, p>.05.

Discu.ssion

Contrary to Jiang (1998) who found a reversal of the priming asymmetry when
changing the task from lexical decision to episodic recognition, ZH and ZR show the
same pattern of results in both tasks. The most critical point of contrast between these
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studies is that in this study, both subjects failed to show significant priming firom Lj to Li
in the episodic task when tested under the same procedure in which they failed to show
Lj to Li priming in lexical decision. And as in lexical decision, both subjects show a
similarly small effect in episodic recognition in this direction. Moreover, it is interesting
to note that both ZH and ZR show facilitation for status decision not in the same relative
task (e.g., each subject's Li to

direction), but in the exact same experiment in terms of

material and procedure; that is, in the Chinese to English direction under the standard
procedure. This raises the possibility that the status decision effect in these experiments
is language-specific. Whether this obtains with the other subjects will be another result
for which to be watchful.
As for an explanation for these results, if we maintain the hypothesis of episodic
storage for U, one possibility which may explain this result is that native bilinguals are
genuinely different from later-learners in regards to the location in which they store Lo
entries. Memories for words are formed when episodic traces relevant to experiences of
that word's form and meaning are consolidated into semantic memory. On this account,
it may not be unreasonable to expect that since these subjects are more highly protlcient
than those in Jiang (1998), any U words which may have been stored in episodic
memory at some time in the past may have now akeady been consolidated into semantic
memory space. If this truly reflects a difference as to where lexical memories are stored
in native versus later-learners, then we may still expect DH and WZ, who are laterlearners, to show L2 to Lt priming similarly to the later-learner subjects in Jiang (1998)
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using the procedure in which lexical decision failed to reveal priming. That is the
purpose of the next experiments.
Results For DH And WZ
The results of the cross-language episodic tasks for DH are presented in Table 26,
and those for WZ may be found in Table 27.

Table 26: Mean cross-language episodic recognition times in milliseconds and percent
errors for subject DH.
L| Lij
L2
(SOA=50 ms.)

(SOA=200 ms.)

ERT

ERT

Old

New

Old

New

TranslaUon

454 (0.6)

536 (5.0)

439 (2.8)

491 (3.9)

Unrelated

506 (2.8)

549 (3.9)

438 (4.5)

506 (7.2)

Priming

52*

Main effect priming:

13*

-I

32*

15*
7

Subject = DH; Ll=Cbinese; L2=Englisb

In the Li to Lj experiment, a three-way ANOVA on correct RTs in the item
analysis revealed a signiHcant main effect of priming, with F(l,56)=33.10, p<.001, as
well as status decision with F(1,S6)=38.S8, p<.001. Furthermore, priming and status
decision were found to significantly interact with F(1,S6)=:12.24, p<.00L The analysis of
error rates showed no significance for either priming, with F(l,56)=0.26, p>.05, or for
status decision, with F(1,S6)=2.02, p>.OS. Unlike the response time analysis, the error
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analyze showed no signiHcant interaction between priming and status decision, with
F(l,56)=2.3, p>.05.
In the L2 to Li experiment, an ANOVA on correct RTs in the item analysis
revealed no significant main effect of priming, with F(1,56)=:1.69, p>.OS. There was,
however, a signiHcant effect for status decision, with F(1,S6)=SL14, p<.001. There was
no significant interaction between priming and status decision, with F(1,56)=2.S4, p>.OS.
The analysis of error rates showed a different pattern, reaching the level signiHcance for
priming with F(l,56)=4.07, p<O.OS, but failing to reach the level of significance for status
decision with F(l,56)=0.36, p>.05. There was no interaction in the error analysis
between priming and status decision, with F(l,56)=0.45, p>.05.
Table 27: Mean cross-language episodic recognition times in milliseconds and percent
errors for subject WZ.
Li| L2
^-*2
(SOA=50 ms.)

(SOA=200 ms.)

ERT

ERT

Old

New

Old

New

Translation

760 (1.7)

717 (0.6)

683 (3.9)

672 (3.9)

Unrelated

839 (3.3)

735 (1.1)

696 (5.6)

656 (3.3)

Priming

78*

Main effect priming:

19

13

48*

-16
-1

Subject s WZ; Ll=Chinese; L2=English

In the item analysis, a three-way ANOVA on correct RTs in the Li to Lj
experiment showed a significant main effect of printing, with F(I,56)=6.13, pcO.OS, as
well as a significant effect of status decision with F(l,56)=5.66, pcO.OS. There was no
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interaction between these factors, with F(l,56)=2.34, p>.05. The analysis of error rates
failed to reach the level of significance both for priming, with F(l,56)=1.96, p>.OS, as
well as for status decision, with F(l,56)=2.02, p>.05. Likewise, there was no interaction
between these, with F(l,56)=0.46, p>.05.
For the Li to Lj episodic experiment with WZ, in the session analysis, an
ANOVA on correct RTs failed to show a significant main effect for priming, with
F(l,5)=6.49, p>.05. The effect size in the session analysis was also 48 ms.
In the L2 to Li experiment, a three-way ANOVA on correct RTs in the item
analysis revealed no signiOcant main effect for either priming, with F(1,S6)=0.01, p>.0S,
or for status decision, with F(l,56)=0.61, p>.05. Similarly, the analysis of error rates
failed to reach significance for both priming, with F(1,S6)=.024, p>.0S, and for status
decision, with F(l,56)=:0.27, p>.OS. Priming and status decision was not found to interact
in either the response time analysis, with F(l,56)=1.07, p>.05, or in the error analysis,
with F(l,56)=0.95, p>.05.

Discussion
Both DH and WZ showed robust, signiHcant Lt to Lj priming. Both also show
significant effects for old/new status decision. What is unusual about these results
however, is that while DH shows a positive effect of status decision which interacts with
priming, WZ shows an independent, negative effect for status decision. In other words,
DH significantly faster to items which were both studied and translation-primed. WZ on
the other hand responded signiHcantly more slowly to old than to new items, and this
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difference in status decision speed was not affected in any way by whether or not the item
was translation-primed.
WZ's slower response to new items is interesting. Given that among all five
subjects, his relative proHciency is the lowest, one possibility is that this may simply
indicate a greater effort to attend to input from English processing resources. On this
account, the input from a Chinese translation prime would trigger a "double-take." Since
the subject expects English input for a decision to be made, when a Chinese prime is
automatically processed in the lexical system, the unexpected input from the Chinese
system triggers an additional post-access check to make sure that the final status decision
is being made to the English target rather than to information from the Chinese prime.
Since automatic processing in the

is unavoidable, the normal priming effect still

obtains. This added caution would also predict a lower error rate.
WZ in fact had the lowest error rates among all the subjects in the

to Lo

episodic task. More interesting however, is the pattern of those errors. A cursory
examination of the session error rates reveals that, though the overall error rate is low to
begin with, the bulk of that error value comes only from the Hrst two sessions: In the
Hrst two sessions (the Hrst exposures to each of the counterbalanced presentation lists)
WZ's error rates were 3% and 8%, but then drop to only 1% or 0% in every remaining
session. This is unlike the pattern demonstrated by the other three subjects who ran
through this experiment. In each case, their errors appear to be distributed [normally]
across all sessions. Moreover, a session analysis of WZ's error rates shows significance
across the priming conditions with F(1,S)=10.00, p<0.02S, but not across the status
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decision conditions. If an unconscious, automatic attempt was made in the Hrst two
sessions to use information from the Ciiinese primes to make a status decision, it would
be reasonable to expect to see a higher error rate in priming since half of the time the bias
to respond "yes" would be correct, but half the time incorrect. These observations would
seem to support a view that WZ engaged processes that made the decision making
process more conservative, especially to critical targets. Again, the contention is that this
is related to relative proHciency. The pattern shown by DH provides an interesting
contrast.
In the case of DH, priming interacts with status decision. In other words, the size
of the priming affected to a greater extent for old than for new items. Additional analyses
of priming in the old and new conditions separately reveals that DH's in the old condition
there was a 52 ras. effect of priming (with F(l,28)=28.30, p<.001), while in the new
condition the effect was only 13 ms. (with F(1,28)=S.22, p<.05). What this suggests is
that DH likely began to formulate a response decision based on information from the
primes which appeared in the translation-old condition.
By itself, this would not appear overly surprising were it found in a withinlanguage experiment In such an experiment, when the study list is presented the subject
creates an episodically-based copy of that list for later comparison to the targets in the
experiment. These items are likely "opened" in the lexical system, thus in essence
creating a candidate set of items for which a "yes" response is appropriate. When a
prime matching the entry for an "opened" item (i.e., a study list item) appears, the prime
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has the effect of rapidly singling that word out of this candidate set and more strongly
biasing a "yes" decision by the time the target appears.
That this interaction appears at all in the cross-language task would seem to
suggest that a similar strategy is being employed; in other words, that DH is "opening" an
Li candidate set of items for which a "yes" response to the

translation prime would be

appropriate. This would require of course that DH during the study phase, whether
consciously or not, translate the Lj study items into L, in order to mark this candidate seL
But if this were the case, then it is unclear why DH does not show inhibition like WZ,
since responses based on Chinese candidates would be correct only half the time.
Moreover, such a simple explanation would not explain the effect for status decision.
Since the interaction between priming and status decision strongly suggests that
DH is formulating at least some decisions on the basis of the prime, it may be more
reasonable to suggest that DH is receiving decision information from two sources; one in
Li, and the other in L^. This account, like the former account, would also suggest that
DH is translating the study list as it is presented, creating a candidate set which would
facilitate processing of primes to study list items. But instead of being the primary source
of information regarding a decision, the Li-translations are a secondary source. The
primary source would still be an episodically-based
primary input from the

study list. The ability to select

system would have to imply a more robust

system. Again,

in comparing the relative proficiencies of DH and WZ, it would appear that DH is much
more likely to have a significantly more robust Lj system than WZ. But for the moment,
this is simply an observation, not an explanation.
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One ^al point on the results under discussion must be considered. That is the
failure of the session analysis to show a significant effect for priming in WZ's case. The
session and item analyses show a difference in priming of only 0.04 ms. (48.42 ms. in
sessions; 48.38 in items), but in the item analysis, this effect is signiHcant (p<0.016),
while in the session analysis, the effect barely misses the level of signiHcance (p<0.0S2).
This anomaly may be due to abnormally slow response times to unrelated-primed items
in the Hrst uial of the second of the two counterbalanced presentation lists (the "B" list).
Information on "B" list uials is presented below in Table 28.

Table 28: Mean session RTs and standard deviations for pre
sentation list "B" of the L, to Lj episodic task for WZ.

X'
All 6 trials

X'
a

Translationprimed
791

Unrelatedprimed
1003

Priming
212

715

780

65

78

ni

84

While the mean priming obtained overall in the "B" list was 65 ms. (standard
deviation = 84 ms.), the Hrst trial of list "B" produced a surprising 212 ms. of priming
(by comparison, the Hrst uial of the "A" list produced only 60 ms. of priming). In the
"B" list, the mean response time to items in trial 1 which were translation-primed was
791 ms., while the mean response time to these items over all 6 trials of the "B" list was
715 ms. (standard deviation -78 ms.). Mean response to unrelated-primed items in trial
1 of the "B" list was 1003 ms., while over all 6 trials, the mean RT to unrelated-primed
items was 780 ms. (standard deviation s 127 ms.). Although the priming effect in this
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particular session is abnormally high, the fact remains that it is a facilitory effect. Since
the effect conforms to the direction of the general effect, the fact that it failed to reach
significance in the session analysis is of interest for further analysis, but not of
particularly great concern
General Discussion
The purpose of this chapter was to further examine the possible involvement of
episodic memory in L, storage and processing. To that end, the episodic recognition task
used by Jiang (1998) was employed in this study as well. At issue was whether; I) bodi
the native and later-learning bilinguals in this study would demonsurate the same pattern
of effects as the later-learners in Jiang, thus suggesting a universal involvement of
episodic memory in L2 architecture; or 2) whether only the later-learners would
demonstrate this reversal, thus suggesting that episodic involvement is a transitional
dependence. Instead of demonstrating either of the expected alternatives, all four
subjects instead demonstrated a pattern of results which are consistent with the results of
their lexical decision experiments. Under the same procedures that produced priming in
lexical decision, subjects showed priming in episodic recognition, and under the same
procedures which failed to produce priming in lexical decision, episodic recognition
failed as well. A summary of the size and pattern of main effects in the episodic
experiments is presented on the next page in Table 29.
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Table 29: Size of main effects in milliseconds for all
subjects in episodic recognition experiments.
L#j ^ Lo

Lj

Priming

Status

Priming

Status

ZH

24»

60*

5/46*

17/18

ZR

22*

5

4/30*

33*/10

DH

32*

63*

7

61*

WZ

48*

-73*

-1

-26

* —

signiflcant priming; Multiple signs for 211 and ZR represent results
in the SO ms and 200 ms SOA procedures respectively

The speciHc patterns of results across subject varies somewhat. WZ shows
priming from Li to Ln, but also shows very strong inhibition for status decision. DH and
ZH both show priming as well as similarly strong effects for status decision. ZR on the
other hand shows priming, but no status decision, apparently placing her in the middle in
terms of the status decision effects. It is interesting to note however, that ZR does show
an effect for status decision when the prime language is Chinese and the target English
(Lj to Lt) in the standard procedure. In this respect, this effect seems to be both
language- and SOA- specific. It is also notable that in comparing priming effects, the
size of the effects for ZH and ZR are somewhat smaller than those for DH and WZ.
The most striking finding, aside from the same asymmetric pattern which we have
now seen repeatedly, is that while the presumably less-proHcient subjects in Jiang (1998)
showed priming in an extended procedure, only the native subjects in this study showed
priming here. Making the reasonable assumption that WZ, and to some extent DH both
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represent the type of subject used in that study, it remains to be explained why they in
particular showed no priming.
Several possibilities for this conflicting pattern of results exist. First, while both
studies used an extended procedure, the specific procedure used in each differed in one
small detail. In the former study, an additional SO ms. blank interval was inserted
between the prime and the backward mask, thus extending the SOA by that amount of
time. It may be the case that some amount of time between 0 and SO ms. is a critically
needed for accessing the U lexicon. This is a somewhat trivial possibility since time to
access the Lj lexicon certainly varies from individual to individual, and may well vary by
more than a standard deviation of SO ms. On the other hand, since the results of only two
subjects are available for examination in this study, though trivial, a firm conclusion may
not be drawn, and this timing explanation remains a possibility.
A second possibility is that the insertion of a blank interval between the prime and
backward mask in the former study may have afforded an uninterrupted processing of the
prime in a manner that was not afforded by the immediate presentation of the backward
mask after the pnme in this study. Even when stimuli do not overlap physically, they do
overlap in time since the visual response to a stimulus outlasts the presentation of the
light (Andreas, 1972). In other words, when the prime and backward mask are presented
with no lag, the responses to these stimuli interact in the visual system. This visual
interaction may have enough of a disruptive effect to preclude priming. Why this would
be so in the episodic tasks, but not in the extended procedure lexical decision tasks
however, would require explanation.
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A third possibility is that while the task appears the same across the two studies,
each may in fact engage different processes. The subjects in Jiang (1998) were each run
through two sessions on this task, and the measurement from the second session was
analyzed. The subjects in this study ran through twelve sessions each. Once the study
list has been viewed, the first session of this task is a true recognition task. But if the
materials are repeated from the second session onward, the task now becomes a matter of
discriminating from items requiring a "yes" response, and those requiring a "no"
response since at this point, all of the materials are old. In other words, in the second
session, the decision is no longer a "new" versus "old" decision, but an "old" versus
"older" decision. While the second session for Jiang's subjects was essentially this type
of status decision task, that session was likely run using the second of the two
counterbalanced presentation lists. Thus, even though the target items were the same, the
prime>target relationships were altered. This conurasts with the cunent study in that by
the end of twelve sessions, the task was thoroughly an "old" versus "older" status
decision task for the subjects. Thus, the nature of the repeated measures using the same
materials may have affected episodic memory in an unexpected way.
One final possibility, and the most likely of all, is that some characteristic of the
different sets of stimuli affected the pattern of results in an unforeseen manner. The most
obvious, important differences between the materials used in these two studies is that all
of the words in Jiang's (1998) study were high frequency, abstract nouns, while the
words in this study were of both mixed frequency and type (i.e., abstract and concrete).
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Some may wish to argue along more connectionist lines, for example, that
frequency should have some effect, regardless of whether or not the Lj is stored in
episodic memory. Under such an explanation, if the two studies differed consistently in
the direction of the frequency relationship of their prime-target pairs, we might expect to
see the current difference in results. Imagine for example, that if the frequencies of the Lj
primes in Jiang (1998) were consistently very high, this would lead to relatively quick
access, while if the frequencies of the targets were consistently very low, this would
result in relatively slower access. Even if the Lj system overall is somewhat slower, the
combination of quick Lj prime access and the extended SOA may afford an opportunity
for the prime to affect the relatively slower access to the
direction (Li to Lj), since the high frequency

target. In the reverse

primes now become the targets, even

under the normal procedure, the targets may be processed faster than the theoretically low
frequency Li items which are now pnmes. If the Lj is stored in episodic memory, the fact
that the episodic task taps heavily into episodic processing might even further afford
some additional processing advantage to the L^. Therefore, on this argument, the fact that
no significant Lj to Li priming in the episodic task was found in this study, but that a
large, signiHcant priming effect was obtained in Jiang (1998) might be plausibly
explained if it were found to be the case that the prime to target frequency relationship
more often went from high to low in Jiang's Lj to Lt episodic experiment, but from low
to high in this study's experiment.
Consequently, a post-hoc analysis of frequencies for the "old" pairs of words in
both studies was performed, with attention paid particularly to the direction of the prime
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to target firequencies (high to low or low to high). Frequencies for the English translation
equivalents in each study were determined according to Kucera-Francis. Chinese word
frequencies were determined according to the Suen corpus, then adjusted to reflect
frequency-per-million (refer to Chapter 2 for the equation). Results of the comparisons
between the two studys' materials are presented in Table 30.

Table 30; Comparisons of differences in frequency directions for
translation pairs and median word frequency differences in tokensper-million across studies.
Frequency direction when:
LjsEnglish Li=Chinese

Jiang (1998)

Dudsic (1999)

High

to

Low

34

32

Low

to

High

30

28

When higher, English
frequency is higher by:

45

42

When higher, Chinese
frequency is higher by:

100

47

Overall, both sets of stimuli showed an almost SO%-SO% proportion of high-tolow and low-to-high frequency, cross-language pairings. Jiang's materials contained 34
high-to-low and 30 low-to-high pairings, while the materials in this study showed 32 and
28 pairings respectively. More interestingly, when the differences in relative frequencies
were considered, in instances where the frequencies of English words were higher than
the frequencies for their Chinese counterparts, the English words were more frequent by
approximately 45 and 42 times-per-million in Jiang's and this study respectively. On the
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other hand, when Chinese words had higher frequencies, they were approximately 100
times-per-million more frequent in Jiang, but only 47 times-per-million mote frequent in
this study.
Since frequencies in the Lj to

(English to Chinese) experiment of Jiang (1998)

cut in both directions nearly an equal number of times, and moreover, since the difference
in that direction was signiOcantly greater in instances where Chinese was the target, it
would be difHcult to accept an argument based on word frequencies as an reasonable
explanation for the differing results across the two studies. This leaves one other word
property to consider as the source of the difference between the studies:

the

concrete/absu^ct distinction.
Concrete nouns are typically used in cross-language experiments in part because
they are considered to be the most representative constituent of the beginning Lj learner's
lexicon (KroU, 1993). Work by De Groot (1993) suggests that conceptual features are
likely to be shared for translation pairs which are concrete, but less likely to be shared for
translation pairs which are abstract.

It may be the case that Ln abstract nouns are

particularly sensitive to the manipulation of episodic processes. Since abstract nouns are
less likely to share neatly overlapping semantic Helds, an important component of
making translation decisions would be to measure the "goodness of Ht" between
candidate semantic fields of Lj and Li words. This is clearly a strategic process. This
heavier reliance on strategic processing from Lj to Li b-anslation would in turn be more
sensitive to episodic manipulation. Hence, it may be the case that since Jiang's (1998)
materials were all abstract nouns, they derived a greater benefit from priming in the
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episodic task, since normal processing in this task would be more intensive for abstract
items.
The hypothesis of such a difference in the effect of episodic processing on words
of differing types would predict a stronger priming effect for abstract words than for
concrete words in a study such as this where the stimulus set contained a mixture of both
abstract and concrete items. Furthermore, it might be predicted that if the number of
abstract items relative to the number of concrete items was small enough, the priming
effect for abstract items might not be powerful enough to reveal itself in the main effect
for priming. It appears that this indeed may be the case.
A post-hoc analysis of reaction times to concrete versus absuract words was
conducted for all cross-language experiments. Priming effects according to word type, as
well as Fisher and probability values for an analysis of variance on word type by priming
interaction for the experiment of interest (i.e., the L, to

episodic experiment) are

presented in Table 31. Priming effects from the original analyses are shown as well.
Table 31: Priming in milliseconds for abstract and concrete words,
and probabilities for word type by priming interaction in U to Li
episodic recognition.
Priming for:

Type * Priming

Main effect
for priming

Abstract

Concrete

F(l,58) p value

ZHn

5

12

-1

2.16 >.05

ZRn

4

4

5

0.05 > .05

DHjc

7

17

-4

3.81 >.05

WZx

-I

40

-42»

8.80 <.0l

Subject

Letters following subjects' initials indicate experimental procedure used: x
indicates extended procedure; a indicates normal procedure. Asterisks indicate
signiGcance at the p<.OS level.
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The results for WZ are the most obvious point of interest in this analysis. First,
WZ shows signiHcant interaction between word type and priming in this task. Secondly,
WZ shows a surprisingly large difference in effect for the two types of words, with a 40
ms. priming effect for abstract words, but a 42 ms. inhibitory effect for concrete words.
By themselves, these observations might simply be curiosities attributable to individual
variation, but taken together with the results of the other subjects, as well as the results in
Jiang (1998), an interesting pattern may be suggested.
Consider first the word type priming effects for the other subjects. While there
was no significant interaction between word type and priming amongst the other subjects,
DH and ZH do show a small difference in word type effects which follows the same
pattern as WZ. Namely, DH and ZH both show greater priming for abstract than for
concrete words in this task. This suggests, as hypothesized earlier, that the processing of
abstract nouns is indeed more sensitive to influences from the episodic processes engaged
by this task than is the processing of concrete nouns.
Consider next however, the relationship between subject bilingual proHciency and
descending order of magnitudes in word type priming differences. At 82 ms., WZ shows
the largest magnitude of difference between priming for abstract and concrete items. DH
shows a difference of 21 ms.; ZH, a difference of 13 ms.; and ZR, a difference of 1 ms.
This ordering of subjects corresponds to the relative level of Lj proficiency amongst the
subjects, with WZ being the least Lj proficient of the four, DH being next highest in
proHciency, and ZH and ZR being the most

proHcient This suggests that the degree
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of sensitivity L2 word type-speciHc processes have to episodic processes decreases as
proficiency in the L2 increases.
Thus, although the data set in this study is far too small to draw a reliable
conclusion, it appears reasonable to suggest for now that Jiang (1998) obtained L, to Li
priming in the episodic task due to an interaction between the relatively lower proficiency
of the subjects used in that study, and the exclusive use of abstract nouns as stimuli.
Along similar lines, it seems reasonable to suggest that the absence of significant Lj to Li
priming in the episodic task in this study was due mainly to the inclusion of a large
enough number of concrete items in the stimulus set so as to attenuate the effect exerted
by abstract items. Note that the word type by proficiency interaction effect suggested by
the data in this study implies that if the materials in this study had all been abstract nouns,
WZ would likely have shown significant L2 to Li priming, but that the other three
subjects, due to their relatively higher Lj proficiency, would still not have shown
significant Lj to Li episodic priming. A closer examination of these possible effects and
their interaction are issues for future research.
Conclusion
All subjects show the same cross-language pattern of asymmetry in episodic
recognition that they do in procedurally matched lexical decision: priming from

to L^,

but not L2 to LI. Thus, this study was unable to replicate in these case study subjects the
findings of Jiang (1998). Although DH and WZ do not show the same pattern of priming
reversal in episodic recognition versus lexical decision as those in the study by Jiang
(1998), it may still be the case that Lj learners do rely more heavily on episodic
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resources, and that some other charactenstic of the stimulus set is responsible for these
differing patterns.
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CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The larger issue behind this study regarded the underlying cognitive structure of a
type of bilingual who has enjoyed the most favorable conditions in which to develop two
language systems: The native bilingual. This study set out to explore whether or not it is
cognitively possible to develop symmetrically conceptual mediation between the two
languages of a bilingual.
Previous research utilizing a variety of tasks has consistently found asymmeuies
in Li versus

response latencies, as well as in cross-language priming depending on the

prime-target language order. The pattern of these asymmetries and the conditions under
which they were obtained have motivated the development of the current model of
bilingual representation and processing, the Revised Hierarchical Model (RHM) of KroU
and Stewart (1994).
Various research has also shown that as bilinguals become more proticient in their
second language, they shift from a heavy reliance on lexical mediation in cross-language
tasks, to a greater reliance on conceptual mediation. The reason for this has been
assumed simply to be a natural consequence of development, implying that if the process
were started early enough, a bilingual would develop full conceptual connections to each
lexicon. This account, then, would reasonably seem to predict that a bilingual who began
learning both languages from early childhood would develop a fully, conceptually
mediated system of language interconnection. This symmetry in lexical cognitive
architecture in turn would be reflected in symmetric, as opposed to asymmeuic priming
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effects in cross-language priming tasks. This developmental assumption however, had
not been tested.
In order to test this assumption, a series of single-subject, repeated measures
experiments employing the masked priming paradigm were conducted with three native
and two non-native Chinese-English bilinguals. It was reasoned that if the hypothesized
asymmetric structure of the RHM is uruly a consequence of how conceptual connections
develop, then the native bilinguals would show results reflecting full conceptual
mediation for both languages (i.e., symmetric priming effects). On the other hand, it was
reasoned that if the asymmetric structure of the RHM is a consequence of other processes
or properties of the mind, both the native and the non-native bilinguals would show
asymmetric cross-language priming.
Repeated measures in two cross-language and two within-language masked prime
lexical decision tasks were taken on the small group of subjects. Among both the native
and later-learning bilinguals, a consistent pattern of asymmetric priming was found in the
cross-language experiments when utilizing the same presentation procedures which
produced within-language priming. This appeared to dismiss the hypothesis that
asymmetric conceptual connections are a consequence of degree of development alone,
suggesting instead that this asymmetry is a consequence of certain inherent constraints
upon cognitive structure which as of yet remain unidentified.
An alternate explanation for this pattern was raised based on the results in a study
by Jiang (1998), in which Lj to

priming was not obtained in a lexical decision task, but

was obtained in an episodic recognition task utilizing an identical presentation procedure.
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The account given there was that this unexpected pattern of results, taken together with
other evidence, suggested storage and processing of the L2 in episodic memory. This
alternate explanation was also tested in this study.
The pattern of priming obtained for episodic recognition in this study was, for
each subject, identical to that obtained for lexical decision. First, all subjects showed Li
to L2 priming effects. Secondly, among the native bilinguals, U to Li priming was
obtained under the extended, but not under the standard procedure. Lastly, an L2 to L^
priming effect surprisingly did not obtain in later-learning Chinese-English bilinguals, in
spite of the supposed time advantage given by the extended procedure in this direction.
This former result in particular contradicts that found by Jiang (1998). Several
possibilities which might reconcile this contradiction in results were proposed. The most
likely of these possibilities was that the nature of the stimuli used in each study (all
abstract nouns versus a mixture of abstract and concrete nouns) produced the opposite
pattern of results observed in this study.
While the findings of this study are internally consistent, they are also surprising,
given that half or more of the subjects in each type of experiment were native bilinguals.
In a bilingual environment, one would expect that even if native subjects did not enjoy
absolutely equal exposure to both languages, the fact that their exposure to the
subordinate language occurred significantly early, was well-supported by their
environment, and was nurtured throughout a lifetime, would lead one to expect at the
very least, weak Lj to Lt priming. Yet this clearly did not occur.
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In the final analysis, three points of particular interest emerge from the data
provided by this study. The first regards the possibility for the existence of robust
conceptual links from the

lexicon to the conceptual store. The second regards the

possible effect of proficiency on the underlying cognitive architecture of bilinguals,
which has been characterized in the literature as a developmental shift towards exclusive
reliance on conceptual links. Finally, the third regards the general availability of the Lo
lexical system.
First, explanations concerning the genesis of the RHM's asymmetric connections,
as well as evidence concerning the effect of proHciency on the development of
conceptual connections, leads to the reasonable expectation that the cognitive linguistic
architecture of native bilinguals could be characterized as a fully balanced, compound
architecture in which information exchange in both language directions is equally
mediated through conceptual connections. However, the failure of native bilinguals in
this study to demonstrate even weak, significant Lj to Li masked priming suggests that
true, fully balanced conceptual mediation may not be possible.
It would not seem unreasonable one may counter, to expect that only certain
words within the lexical system become compounded while others do not. De Groot
(1993) for example, suggests that concrete words in different languages are more likely to
share a greater number of meaning nodes, whereas abstract words are more likely to
share fewer such nodes. Under these circumstances, it would be reasonable to expect that
only the concrete words of the bilingual's two languages become compounded over time,
but that abstract words always coexist in a coordinate-type of relationship.

Such a
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distinction might have been initially blurred in this study in the analyses of mixed groups
of words. However, the post-hoc analyses of priming effects for concrete versus abstract
words in the fourteen^ cross-language lexical decision experiments performed by the Hve
subjects in this study revealed only one instance in which priming and word type
significantly interacted/

This suggests that the possible confound introduced by the

mixed use of abstract and concrete words does not provide an adequate explanation for
the absence of Lo to Li priming effects in lexical decision, and that a dual-architecture
based on differences in word Qrpe is untenable, at least if assumed to be based exclusively
in lexical memory.

Secondly, as for the effect of proticiency on the underlying cognitive architecture
of bilinguals, only one clear effect was observed. Only one subject, WZ, showed a very
large (82 ms.) difference in priming for abstract versus concrete words. That this effect
was not found among the other subjects suggests that it is proficiency-related. The
Hndings in Jiang (1998) support the validity of this inference. That this effect was not
found with the very highly proHcient later-learner DH more specifically suggests that it is
not an age of acquisition effect, but may instead simply be a natural consequence of the
normal process of lexicalization.
It is commonly assumed that all new knowledge is initially stored in episodic memory
and only over time consolidated into semantic memory. Thus, the fact that the robust
^ ZH and ZR participated in both standard and extended procedure experiments in both
cross-language directions.
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abstract-concrete difference observed for WZ was obtained in an episodic task is not
particularly surprising. This Hnding may be interpreted to indicate that a longer period of
time is required for the consolidation of memory traces for abstract words. This also is
not particularly surprising since the meaning of an absuract word depends more heavily
on reference to the meanings of other words, including words whose meanings change
over time. Thus it may be plausibly argued that abstract words take longer to consolidate
due to the dynamic nature of the network of associations upon which they rely for
meaning.
One other interesting inference regarding abstract words may be made. Recall
that Jiang (1998) obtained Lj to Li, but not Li to

priming in the episodic task, and that

these results were obtained with a stimulus set composed exclusively of abstract words.
It is conceivable that the reason priming was absent in the Li to Lj task was that among
Jiang's bilinguals, the normal processes underlying priming were interrupted upon
presentation of the Lj targets by a substantial recommitment of cognitive resources
towards the processing of these abstract targets. That the more highly proficient
bilinguals in this study showed no interaction between priming and word type then
suggests that it is only less than native-like bilinguals who require this more substantial
diversion of processing resources. Thus we may infer that abstract words not only
require more time to become consolidated, but that they also engage a vastly greater
share of processing resources in less proficient Lj bilinguals.

^ This was a 35 ms. greater effect of priming for concrete words shown by ZH in LI to
L2 lexical decision, p<01.
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The suggestion that abstract words require a greater commitment of processing
resources in less proficient bilinguals may also explain why Jiang's subjects showed Lj to
Li priming. Simply put, this pattern may be a consequence of a rise in the general
activity level of episodic memory triggered by the episodic nature of the task. Given the
inference that abstract words require a higher level of processing activity in episodic
memory, a rise in the general activity level of episodic memory would result in the
lowering of the activation threshold for abstract L, words, thus making them more
'available' during the task. This explanation accounts for the results of Jiang, but given
the fact that the more highly proHcient bilinguals in this study showed no Lj to Li effects,
it also suggests that fully lexicalized Lj is not in fact stored in episodic memory.

The Hnal point to be made is a broader one regarding the general availability of
the Ln. Most models of bilingual processing appear to take for granted that the U is
always in a "ready state," and is as equally available for use at any moment as the

is.

The consistently unidirectional, asymmetric pattern of priming in this study regardless of
task and of proHciency however, may indicate that the

is instead normally in a more

subdued state. It could well be the case that the Lt is, by default, always active, and that
activation of the Lj system is normally triggered only when the need for it is indicated
(whether by externally by environmental contextual cues, or internally by intent).
An examination of the absolute reaction times of the natives' within-language
experiments would make it difficult at best to argue that their subordinate language
system was significantly slower or less robust than their dominant language system.
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Thus, a difference in language processing speeds or general robustness does not appear to
be responsible of L. to Li priming. What appears to be the critical difference between the
Lj to L2, and the Lj to Li tasks instead is an indication of the need for Lj use. When the
targets are Li words, only the need for the Li system is apparent; activation of the L3
system is not triggered since the masking stimulus hides the Lj primes from awareness.
When L2 words are the targets on the other hand, the need for

use is plainly evident

and the [<> system is activated.

In conclusion, the Hndings of this study strongly suggest that the Weinreichian
ideal of a truly balanced bilingual may not be an attainable end state. The tlndings also
suggest that while proHciency clearly affects bilingual processing, it does not in fact
appear to alter the underlying architecture of the bilingual's cognitive system. Moreover,
age of acquisition does not appear to alter this underlying architecture either. If neither
proficiency nor age of acquisition is responsible for the architectural asymmetries
indicated by asymmetries in cross-language priming, then what possible factors or
mechanisms are? I submit this question and the findings of this study in the hope that
together they may prove to be fertile ground for future research and debate.
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APPENDIX A: LEXICAL DECISION TASK STIMULI
ORGANIZED BY EXPERIMENT

Cross-language Experiments:
Chinese' to Englisii Lexical Decision
Primes:
Chinese Core Set of 60

135

Chinese Unrelated Primes to Real Words

137

Additional Chinese Primes to Nonwords

139

Targets:
English Core Set of 60 (Changed to Uppercase in Experiment)
English Nonwords.

147
152

English to Chinese Lexical Decision
Primes:
English Core Set of 60.

147

English Unrelated Primes.

148

Additional English Primes to Nonwords.

149

Targets:
Chinese Core Set of 60.

135

Chinese Nonwords.

143

^ Ail representations of the Chinese stimuli in these appendices were created from the
actual iiiunap files used for the experiments.
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Witiiin-language Experiments:
Chinese to Chinese Lexical Decision
Primes:
Chinese Core Set of 60

135

ChineseUnrelated Primes to Real Words

137

Additional Chinese Primes to Nonwords

139

Targets:
Chinese Core Set of 60 in Xing-shu Font Face.

141

Chinese Nonwords in Xing-shu Font Face.
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English to English Lexical Decision
Primes:
English Core Set of 60

147

English Unrelated Primes to Real Words.

150

Additional English Primes to Nonwords.

151

Targets:
English Core Set of 60 (Changed to Uppercase in Experiment)
English Nonwords.

147
152

135

Chinese Core Set of 60

mi
[ di4-zhi3
Address

m
[jil-chang2 ]
Airport

[ dong4-wu4
Animal

[ ping2-guo3
Apple

[ shengl-ri4)

Art

i^'U>

is
[ xiangl-jiaol

[ yi4-shu4

[ mian4-baol

I dan4-gao 1

[ zhongl-xinl
Center

Bread

Cake

[gongl-sil I

[ dian4-nao3|

Color

Company

Computer

[ mian2-hual |

[ ke2-sou4 |

[zi4-dian3|

[ yingl-wen2 |

[xin4-fengl |

Cotton

Cough

Dictionary

English

Envelope

Banana

[ shi4-ji4 I
Century

Birthdav

[ yan2-se4

tftTE

Food

Control

let

it
[ shi2-wu4

(kong4-zhi4

^

[ zi4-you2 ]

[ peng2-you3|

[ wei4-lai2 1

[ shou3-tao4 |

Freedom

Friend

Future

Glove

JLLb.
[ Ii4-shi3 I
History

[xil-wang4]
Hope

[nhi2-nai3|

[ yue4-liang4 ]

MOk

Moon

[ zhang4-fui| [ zhong4-yao41
Husband

Importance

m

iSf«

[ yinl-yue4 ]
Music

[ fa3-lu4 ]
Law

9±

[ xinl-wen2 {

[ hu4-shi41

News

Nurse

Chinese Core Set of 60 (continued)

[ he2-piag2
Peace

|XJ

[ hual-shengl | [gangl-qin2 |
Peanut

ilA

Piano

AP

[ zhen3-tou2

[ ren2-kou3 |

Pillow

Population

CD

[ zhul-rou4 I

[ li3-you2 ]

[ bao4-gao4 |

Pork

Reason

Report

[ xiul-xi2
Rest

[ yao2-yan2
Rumor

iS*

W
[ pi2-ful

[ gu4-slu4

[ xue2-shengl

[ xinl-shui3

[ kel-xue2

Salary

Science

Skin

Storv

Student

[ cheng2-gongl
Success

[ xia4-tianl |

[ dian4-hua4 ]

[ dian4-shi4 |

Summer

Telephone

Television

[ xiao3-toui I
Thief

ii#r-i
[ shi2-jianl| [ zhan4-zhengl ] [dongl-tianl|
Winter
War
Time

m
[ shi4-jie4

[ zuo2-tianl |

World

Yesterday
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Chinese Unrelated Primes to Real Words

mm

ifil!

[ yan3-yuan2 \

(bao4-guan3|

[ nong2-ye4 |

[ qi4-qiu2|

[ xue3-yal|

Actor

Agency

Agriculture

Balloon

Blood pressure

[ xue3-guan3|

[ xian4-jinl |

[ ben3-piao4 ]

Blood vein

Cash

Check

[ jiao4-shi4 |
Classroom

[yil-fu2 I
Clothes

[yil-shang5

[ rong2-qi4 |

[ ying4-bi4|

[ xue2-yuan4 1

[ mao4-yi4|

Clothing

Container

Coin

College

Commerce

[ nu3-er2 J
Daughter

[ jingl-ji4 I
Economy

[ xiao4-lu4|

[ yini-su4|

[ huan2-jing4|

Effidencv

Element

Environment

[ ju4-qing2|

[jial-zu2 I

[ yan3-qiu2 |

[jial-ting21

Episode

Extended family

Eyeball

Family

ito'

^1-

^13

m

n

X
[ fu4-qinl
Father

rn

gpS

92

[ gongl-chi3

[qi4-ti3]

[ nian2-ji2 j

[ jie2-ri4|

[ guanl-nian4 ]

Gas

Grade

Holiday

Idea

Inch

[ da4-dou4|

[ yi4-yuan2 \

[ shul-ji2 ]

[ jil-xie4 ]

Bean (Kidney)

Legislator

Literature

Machinery

[ xianl-shengl ]
Mister
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Chinese Unrelated Primes to Real Words (continued)

=11

AK

[ji4-fengl |

[ min2-zu2

gan3-lan3

[ shuangl-qinl|

Monsoon

Nation

Olive

Parents

ts±

m.

eti

[ renl-minl
People

m. fin

[ bo2-shi4 I

[ xian4-xiang4|

[ zhi2-wu4 |

[ zheng4-ce4|

[ ci2-qi4|

Doctor (Ph.D.)

Phenomenon

Plant

Policy

Porcelain

[ you2-jtj2 I

[ ten2-shi4)

[ hc2-chuaiil |

[ dao4-lu4 I

[ xue2-xiao4|

Post office

Public Ggure

River

Road

School

A±

ttfi
[ biaol-zhi4|
Sign

[ she4-hui4|

[ shi4-bingl|

Society

Soldier

[ di4-wei4|
Status

SSI

[ yan3-lei4|
Tears

Uiff

[ Iing3-tu3 I

[zhu3-ti21

[jiaol-tongl I

[danl-wei4|

[ shanl-zhuangl |

Territory

Theme

Traffic

Unit

Villa
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Chinese Additional Primes

TtS

mn
[jiu3-jingl

[ si4-liao4|

[ tingl-zhong4 |

[ yue4-dui4|

[ xing2-vvei2 |

Alcohol

Animal feed

Audience

Band (Musical)

Behavior

[ lao3-ban3 |

[ jing4-tou2 1

[ zil-jinl |

[ shi4-ye4|

[ shul-danl
Booklist

Boss

[ jil-dan4 |
Chicken egg

[ dul-shi4 I
Citv

Camera lens Capital (monetary)

Cause

xm

F5K
[ guo2-hui4
Congress

[ gongl-chengZ
Construction

Eft

[ qun2-zhong4| [yil-shengl |
Crowd

Doctor (MD)

)"C)t
[ gul-niang2 |

Gasoline

Girl

[tuan2-ti3
Group

[ gai4-nian4 |
Concept

Jxn
[yan3-jingl

[ shi4-shi2

Eye

Fact

jSS

[ qi4-you2|

ia.

[ hai3-an4 |
Coast

iESR?

[shangl-pin3|

[ zheng4-fu3|

Gold

Goods

Government

[gongl-ye41
Industry

[ zhi4-neng2 |

[ huang2-jinl

W
[ jil-xiang4 ]
Indication

Knowledge

[ gongl-jinl
Kilogram

Sit

M
[ yun4-qi4)

[wu3-canl J

Luck

Lunch

[ cheng2-yuaii2 ] [ dian4-ying3
Member

Movie

[ bao4 zhi3|
Newspaper
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Chinese Additional Primes (continued)

S'JA

m

[ bie2-ren2 )

[ zou3-lang2 1

[ zhao4-pian+ | [ zheng4-zhi4|

[ yuan2-ze2|

Other (person)

Passageway

Photograph

Politics

Principle

PTPQ
[ xu3-nuo4 I
Promise

[ yuan2-liao4|
Raw material

[ cai2-pan4|
Referee

[ di4-qul |
Region

[ yan2-jiu4 |
Research

[ji4-shu4]

[ shengl-yinl |

;chel-zhan4 |

[ shangl-dian4 j

[ rangl-shi4 {

Skill

Sound

Bus stop

Store

Style

w.m

m
[ kel-mu4 ]
Subjea

*11
[ tai4-yang2|
Sun

5L
%m
[ zhi4-du4

[ lao3-shil

[ cha2-beil

System

Teacher

Teacup

KB
[dongl-xil ]

[jinl-ri4 I

[ dian4-tai2 ]

[ qiang2-bi4|

[ xingl-qi2 ]

Thing

Today

TV broadcast

WaU

Week

station
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Chinese Af it^-s/in Targets

[di4-zhi3 I

[jil-chang2|

[dong4-vvu4|

[ping2-guo3|

[yi4-shu4|

Address

Airport

Animal

Apple

Art

^ >3

o

[ xiangl-jiaol

[ shengi-ri4|

[ n[uan4-baol ]

Banana

Birthday

Bread

Mt

[ dan4-gao 1

[ zhongl-xinl |

Cake

Center

V ^

[ shi4-ji4 I

[ yan2-se4 |

[gongl-sil 1

[dian4-nao3 |

(kong4-zhi4 |

Century

Color

Company

Computer

Control

[ ke2-sou4 |

[ zi4-dian3|

[ yingl-wen2 j

[xin4-fengl |

Cough

Dictionary

English

Envelope

[ mianl-hual
Cotton

U ^

MA

&#

(shi2-wu4 I
Food

[ a4-you2 |

[ peng2-you3 1

[ wei4-lai2|

Freedom

Friend

Future

Glove

[U4-shi31

[ xil-wang4 |

[ zhang4-fiil ]

[ zhong4-yao4 ]

[ fa3-lu41

History

Hope

Husband

Importance

Law

[ yinl-yue4 ]

[ xinl-wen2 ]

[ hu4-shi4 1

Music

News

Nurse

4 ^
MOk

a ^
Moon

[ shou3-tao41

iirt

Chinese Aiif^-s/ju Targets (continued)

[ he2-ping2|
Peace

[ hual-shengl | [gangl-qin2 j
Piano
Peanut

[ zhen3-tou2 ]

[ ren2-kou3 )

Pillow

Population

^4[ zhul-rou41

[ li3-you2 ]

[ bao4-gao4 |

[ xiul-xi2 1

[ yao2-yan2 J

Pork

Reason

Report

Rest

Rumor

[ xinl-shui3|

[ kel-xue2|

[ pi2-fu5 1

[ xiie2-shengl |

Salary

Science

Skin

[ pi4-shi4 1
Story

[ cheng2-gongl 1

[xia4-tianl |
Summer

•t #
[ dian4-hua4 |

[ dian4-shi4|

[xiao3-toul 1

Telephone

Television

Thief

>i4

Success

Student

Hi A
[ shi2-jianl| [ zhan4-zhengl| [ dongl-tianl |
Time

War

Winter

[ shi4-jie4|

[ zuo2-tianl|

World

Yesterday
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Chinese Nonword Targets

[xiao4-bie2|

m

[ zhongl-sil |

m

[ Iiu2-ma2|

m

[ dong3-qian2|

[ rang4-tingl |

m

[ zengl-dao4 |

[ gao4-[nei3|

[ Iuan4-ku4|

[ Iiu2-pang4 j

[ ran2-guil |

[huanl-ra3 I

[ tan2-chal |

[ pao4-jil I

[ huan4-yao4 |

[ tuan2-nm2 |

HCTL
[ Iu4-tal I

(tong3-suan4 |

[ tui3-bil I

•^9^
[ yuan2-yang21 [ zhuang1-cao 11 [ shuai4-lao2|

m\

Bite

iiE

[ hu2-ze2 I

[ an4-songt |

[ luo4-yi3 ]

[ ci3-wan2|

rej^F
[ jian3-wei3|

[ ai4-fengl |

/TK.
[piao4-xingl

/a:
[ nu3-danl ]

[ kuanl-hengZ

fflS
[ ineng4>li4 ]

[ cai4-ling21

[ wei4-ni2 ]

[ xiul-zai4 ]

[ jingl-sheI ]
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Chinese IVonword Targets (continued)

^<2
[ xinl-ao4 |

[ nao3-yao3|

[ min2-wan3 |

[ qii3-jianl J

[ hao4-sail |

[ fang2-ziii4 |

[ cao2-yong3

[ jial-ye4 |

[ bai4-jiangl

ijM

Kt LJI
[ tou2-xi2

[ wang4-chi3

m

[ enl-li4

fiPtll
[ Iang4-lun3

m
[ bao3-kun3

m

5^^

mm

m

[ zuo4-du4 I

[ yu2-rou4 |

[ dengl-ci4|

[ shu4-binl |

[ hong2-ni2|

[ mo3-ti2 I

[ bal-cai2 j

[ ding3-liao41

[ pa2-le4|

[ kel-gongl |

1114
[ zhuo2-bei4 |
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ChineseXing-shii Nonword Targets

4-4-

M

[ zengl-dao4|

[ gao4-mei3|

[ Iuan4-ku+ |

[ tuan2-tan2|

[ lu4-tal 1

[ yi4-yanl |

[ huan4-yao4 [

t #
[ chu2-guai3 | [ zhuangl-caol | [ shuai4-lao2 j

ifie.
[jian3-wei3 I

[zhenl-ji4|

[ kuanl-hengZ|

[ incng4-li4 |

[cai4-lmg2|

[ aii4-xingl|

[ wang4-chi3|

[ enl-Ii4|

[ Iang2-lun4 ]

[ cuil-diaol ]

[tou2-xi2)

[cao2-yong3 1

[jial-ye4|

[lal-beil|

[shu4-binl |

#1

M

i4f felt
[kel-gongl]

[hong2-iu2]

[xianl-yi2]

[wen2-xul]

[niti3-she4]

[shal-zhe4]

[shul-wu4]

[xiao4-bie2]

[zhongl-sil|

[Iiu2-iiia2]
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Chinese A7/i^'S/ifi Nonword Targets (continued)

t

Mm

[ dongj-qianl 1

[ rang4-tingl |

[ Itu2-pang4|

[ ran2-guil |

[ huanl-fii3 |

(tan2-chai|

[pao4-jil|

[ tong3-suan41

[tui3-bil|

[d3-uan2|

[ai4-fengl|

®

4^

[ yuan2-yang2 | [ piao4->dngl |

^ 6

M

8'I

[hu2-ze2|

[an4-songI|

"lit

[ luo4-yi3 I

[ nu3-danl I

[ wei4-ru2 j

[xiul-zai4|

[jingl-shel

[ xinl-ao4|

[ nao3-yao3|

[ min2-wan3|

[ q^-jianl ]

[ hao4-sail

English Core Set of 60

address

food

pork

airport

freedom

reason

animal

fnend

report

apple

future

rest

art

glove

rumor

banana

history

salary

birthday

hope

science

bread

husband

skin

cake

importance

story

center

law

student

century

milk

success

color

moon

summer

company

music

telephone

computer

news

television

control

nurse

thief

cotton

peace

time

cough

peanut

war

dictionary

piano

winter

english

pillow

world

envelope

population

yesterday
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Unrelated English Primes (for English to Chinese LDT)

artist

heel

person

baby

helmet

photo

background

hog

pin

cattle

hospital

plane

circle

item

policeman

conclusion

justice

present

conference

leader

property

content

library

research

council

limit

ridge

court

man

shark

cream

messenger

signal

dean

minute

sleep

engine

money

snow

farm

monster

thunder

flat

mother

tree

floor

needle

village

gate

officer

watch

government

onion

wedding

handle

painter

window

heart

pear

workman
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Additional English Primes (for English to Chinese LOT)

alley

disease

movie

aspirin

employment

option

banker

exam

photo

bam

excuse

river

blood

Held

room

board

garlic

scissors

bone

gift

shadow

box

graduation

soap

brother

hat

straw

capitol

header

Sunday

cat

highway

teacher

chicken

hotel

team

choice

king

tooth

city

knife

tourist

collection

laundry

turkey

crime

liquid

warehouse

customer

magazine

wheel

degree

middle

window

dentist

monsoon

wood

department

morning

zoologist

Unrelated Primes for English to English LDT

acceptance

Hgure

scrap

account

fountain

section

amount

fraud

servant

appearance

god

service

apron

hair

set

average

heaven

sister

battle

ivory

six

cent

level

smoke

class

mail

society

college

mile

some

commission

mission

state

crossing

monday

street

date

mosaic

surface

demon

nation

tank

difference

nose

theory

document

personnel

track

doU

procedure

trial

earth

project

wallet

east

recipe

western

evening

result

wheat

Additional English Primes (for English to English LDT)

advantage

hearing

queen

age

issue

respect

aluminum

literature

salt

ankle

meaning

series

apartment

million

stick

being

ministry

stock

brand

moment

suit

butler

monument

table

car

morning

temple

career

mother

text

cave

opinion

them

completion

party

trophy

conference

pearl

trouble

cottage

person

trunk

crisis

plank

unit

data

policy

volume

end

problem

wall

example

process

weapon

faU

protestant

writing

gland

puppet

yam

En^sh Nonwords

ANODRUE

GROCK

PLOOT

APIRE

HAUNCE

REL

AVEESHRANT

HEAST

RIOS

BEATOC

JAPRUE

RUCHT

BINSH

JAWN

SLDSrr

BLUP

JEAL

SPHORED

BLY

KILAWAY

STRACKIND

BRELO

LATTH

STRIMPT

BROULS

LANIFOLD

STROAND

CHLOROPRAN

LorrcH

STUNSH

COORSH

MAUWIN

THRENCH

DACUMERT

MECOLOTRIN

TIMPRATION

DENGS

MISHELT

TOBRIN

DINACOR

MUTH

TOREEN

DUP

NIERLD

UMBATION

ENDRINE

NOYLE

VASS

FECT

ONORECH

WABS

FOLTAR

OUMS

WATROON

GLALKED

PAUSH

YINTE

GLENTROON

PELD

ZAIPUR
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APPENDIX B: EPISODIC RECOGNITION TASK STIMULI
ORGANIZED BY EXPERIMENT

Chinese to English Episodic Recognition
Primes:
30 Word Subset from Chinese Core 60.

154

Unrelated Chinese Primes to "Old" Condition Targets

155

Chinese Translations to "New" Condition Targets

156

Additional Chinese Primes to "New" Condition Targets

157

Targets:
30 Word Subset from English Core 60
(Changed to Uppercase in Experiment)
English "New" Condition Targets.

158
159

English to Chinese Episodic Recognition
Primes:
30 Word Subset from English Core 60

158

Unrelated English Primes to "Old" Condition Targets.

160

English Translations to "New" Condition Targets

161

Additional English Primes to "New" Condition Targets

162

Targets:
30 Word Subset from Chinese Cote 60.

154

Chinese "New" Condition Targets

163

154

30 Word Subset of Chinese Core Set for Episodic Recognition

i-fcih

[ di4-zhi3 ]
address

[jil-chang2
airport

[ ping2-guo3 I

[ shengl-ri4

[ zhongl-xitil I

apple

birthday

center

ii-5]

mw

[ shi4-ji4

[gongl-sil I

[ dian4-nao3|

[ kong4-zhi4 |

century

company

computer

control

cotton

[ ke2-sou4 ]

[ zi4-dian3 ]

[ yingl-wen2 ]

[ shi2-wu4 I

[ peng2-you3 j

cough

dictionary

english

food

friend

[ wei4-lai2 ]

[ shou3-tao4 |
glove

[ mianZ-hual

'W.

future

m
[ yinl-yue4

music

[ niu2-nai3

[ yue4-Uang4 |

milk

moon

[ xinl-shui3|

nuise

[ li3-you2 1
reason

[ xia4-tianl ]

[ dian4-shi4 J

[ zhang4-zheni |

summer

television

war

m±
[ xinl-wen2
news

PS

mh

[ xue2-shBngl

[ cheng2-gongl

student

(xil-wang4
hope

success

[ hu4-shi4

salary

m

155

Chinese Unrelated by Old Condition Primes

[ bao4-guan3 |

[ nog2-ye4 |

[ xue3-yal 1

[shul-danl|

[ jing4-tou2 I

agency

agriculture

blood pressure

booklist

camera lens

[ ben3-piao4

[ gongl-chengl

[ rong2-qi41

[ xue2-yuan4

guo2-hui4 I

check

construction

container

college

congress

^1-

xm

[ shi4-shi2

[ fu4-qinl

[ gul-niang2

[ huang2-jinl

[ zhi4-neng2

IQ

fact

father

girl

gold

[ shul-ji2 I

[ niin2-zii2 |
nation

[ zou3-lang2|
passageway

[ bo2-shi4 I
Doctor (Ph.D.)

public figure

tf±
literature

A±
[ ren2-shi4|

[ cai2-pan4 ]

[ di4-qul

[ shangl-dian4 ]

[ tai4-yang2 ]

[ zhi4-du4 I

referee

region

store

sun

systeni

L&
[ Iing3-tu3)
territory

[dongl-xil 1
thing

[ jiaol-tongl ]

[ dian4-tai2 ]

[ danl-wei41

traffic

TV broadcast

unit

station

[56

Chinese Translation Primes for "New" Items

m

mT'O

Sffl

[jiel-shou4 |

[ wai4-biao3 j

[ wei2-qun2 I

[ ri4-qi2 |

acceptance

appearance

apron

date

tKT
[ shui3-ptng2
degree

yioo

9m

tw

[ mo2-gui3

wen2-jianl

[ dongl-fangl

[ shenl-cai2

demon

document

east

[ Ii4-ti2 I
example

MM

[ penl-quan2
fountain

[ tou2-fa3
hair

[ tianl-tangl ]
heaven

figure

[ >dang4-ya2 | [ cheng2-yuan2
ivorv

member

*T[yingl-li3

[ shi3-ming4|

mile

mission

morning

[ guo4-cheng2

[jie2-guo3 I
result

[ zau3-chen2

[ bi2-zi5 I
nose

[ yi4-jian4 |

[ pu2-ren2 ]

[ yil-tao4

[ jie3-mei4|

servant

set

sister

opinion

lA
process

m

mm

HgP

[ jiel-dao4 |

[ biao3-mian4 ]

[Ii3-iun4]

[xil-bu4 I

street

surface

theory

western

[ mai4-zi5
wheat
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Chinese Unrelated Condition Primes to "New" Words

4*5!

/I

[ yanj-yuan2

[ jiu3-jingl I

[ lao3-ban3|

[ jil-dan4 j

actor

alcohol

boss

egg (chicken)

[jiao4-shi4 |

[ yil-shang5

[ hai3-an4

classroom

clothing

coast

[ gii3-wen2
classic

m
[ cheng2-ben3

[ wan3-fan4|

cost

dinner

)"c;t
(jial-zu2 I
extended family

[ qi4-you2

[jie2-ri4 |

[ ren2-lei4 |

gasoline

holiday

humanity

[ jil-xie4 I
machinery

[ dian4-ying3

[ gan3-lan3|

[ you2-ju2 I

[ cheng2-sha4 ] [ yuan2-liao4|

[yinl-su4|
element

post office

movie

olive

[ shuangl-qinl

[ zhi2-\vu4 I

parents

plant

[biaol-zhi41

[ cuo4-shil I

sign

step

procedure

raw material

[ kel-mu4 ]

[ cha2-beil ]

[ yan3-lei4|

[ zhu3-ti21

[ you2-ke4 J

subject

teacup

tears

theme

tourist

is«

m

30 Word Subset from English Core 60

address

cough

music

airport

dictionary

news

apple

english

nurse

birthday

food

reason

center

friend

salary

century

future

student

company

glove

success

computer

hope

summer

control

milk

television

cotton

moon

war

English

Condition Targets

ACCEPTANCE

FOUNTAIN

PROCESS

APPEARANCE

HAIR

RESULT

APRON

HEAVEN

SERVANT

DATE

IVORY

SET

DEGREE

MEMBER

SISTER

DEMON

MILE

STREET

DOCUMENT

MISSION

SURFACE

EAST

MORNING

THEORY

EXAMPLE

NOSE

WESTERN

FIGURE

OPINION

WHEAT
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Unrelated English Primes to <*Old'* Condition Targets

acceptance

heaven

servant

appearance

ivory

service

apron

level

set

date

mile

sister

demon

mission

society

document

nation

street

east

nose

surface

figure

project

theory

fountain

result

western

hair

section

wheat
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English Translations to **New** Condition Targets

balloon

episode

principle

band

eyeball

product

bean

grade

river

capital

group

road

cause

industry

school

coin

lunch

soldier

concept

monsoon

sound

daughter

newspaper

style

economy

policy

today

efficiency

porcelain

wall
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Additional English Primes to ''New'* Condition Targets

affairs

drill

mother

automobile

employees

mystery

bench

existence

necktie

building

gold

night

cans

hands

number

captain

interior

privacy

carpeting

jewelry

range

cent

luggage

session

claim

manager

total

doll

month

town

Chinese Episodic "New" Targets

m

m
(qi4-qiu2
balloon

[ yue4-dui4
band

[ zil-jinl
capital

m

[ slu4-ye4)

[ ying4-bi4 |

cause

coin

Wi
in
[ gai4-man4
concept

[ jingl-ji4 I
economy

[ xiao4-lu4 |

[ tuan2-ti3

[gongl-ye4|

grade

group

industry

[ji4-fengl J

[ bao4-zhi3|

[ zheng4-ce4

[ nu3-er2 1
daughter

efTiciencv

[ ju4-qing2
episode

I
[ yan3-qiu2
eveball

[ niaii2-ji2

[ da4-dou4
bean

nm
[ wu3-canl
lunch

JTls^s

monsoon

j£PR

[ yuan2-ze2 |

[ chan3-pin3

principle

product

newspaper

porcelain

[ dao4-lu4 I
road

[ xue2-xiao4

j^Jil
[ he2-chuanl
nver

soldier

sound

school

4^.

S
[shi4-bingl | [ shengl-3rinl ]

[ ci2-qi4|

policy

[ fangl-shi4 ]

[ jinl-ri4 1

[ qiang2-bi4 ]

style

today

wall
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APPENDIX C: SURVEYS AND QUESTIONNAIRES

Translation Equivalent Surveys^"
Chinese

165

EngUsh

169

Linguistic Background Questionnaire
Assuming Chinese is L,

173

Assuming English is Li

179

Fonts have been reduced from their original sizes so that the page margins conform to
the requirements specified by the Graduate College for the submission of a dissertation.
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Please translate the following words into Chinese. Work quickly and use the first word which
comes to mind.
rest

country

world

story

center

thought

education

product

language

art

change

death

speed

winter

police

fact

history

summer

structure

English

function

physics

importance

discussion

peace

ant

question

time

law

weight

market

support

spirit

moon

service

enemy

result

average

church

food

record

color
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Please translate the following words into Chinese. Work quickly and use the Hrst word
which comes to mind.
report

direction

president

computer

purpose

company

industry

yesterday

value

interest

ability

future

method

spring

control

autumn

thing

friend

effort

member

condition

chemistry

balance

animal

music

television

husband

key

energy

season

reason

help

science

freedom

success

century

war

news

clothes

glasses

knowledge

need
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Please translate the following words into Chinese. Woric quickly and use the first word
which comes to mind.
habit

suggesuon

violence

mmor

danger

failure

quality

activity

thief

salary

pride

menu

luck

candy

tools

peanut

student

cough

politics

ideal

bread

milk

society

glove

part

exit

firuit

cake

map

address

pencil

hope

patience

noun

mistake

joy

park

skin

lobster

pork

essay

grammar
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Please translate the following words into Chinese. Work quickly and use the first word
which comes to mind.
populaUoa

secretary

tip

novel

envelope

banana

apple

air

furniture

professor

nurse

passport

pillow

airport

opportunity

cotton

diary

birthday

mayor

trash

carpet

card

vanilla

telephone

piano

vase

diaper

entrance

elevator

dictionary

strawberry

cherry

culture

humor
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Basic identificatkm
English Name:

Sex:

(Chinese Name:

)

Address:

Telephone:

Date of birth:

Age:

Place of birth:

(I) City:

(2) Province:

(3) Country
What ianguage(s) do you speak?
What Chinese dialects do you speak?
Did you acquire these at the same time, or in some order?
If in order, indicate the order (l=first; 2=second; 3=third; 4=fourth)?
1=

3=

2=

4=

How much English would you estimate is required for your everyday activity?
Percent of time every day English is used:

%.

How much of what is said to you in English do you feel you understand?

%.

How much of what vou say to others in English is understood the first time?
How much of what you lead in English do you feel you understand?

%
%,

How much of what vou write in English is understood the first time?

^

Do you have any vision/hearing problems which may affect your ability to read, or to understand
spoken language?

Status
Date of arrival in the U.S.A.

Age:

How long have you been in the U.S.A? _ years

monUis

Were you in other countries before coming to the U.S.A?
If so, where and for how long?

For what reasondid you come to die U.S.A?
Are you: on a temporary visa

; a permanent resident

; in refugee status

1
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Family information

Parents
Father _
nunc

place of bitih

languages spoken fluently

place of bitrh

languages spoken fluently

Mother

When you communicate with your parents, which languages do you use, and to what degree do
you use them?
Father
language

% of time used

language

% of u'me used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of lime used

language

% of time used

%

%
%

%

Siblings
I
name

older/youngen by bow many yean?

languages spoken fluently

name

older/ycangen by bow many yean?

languages spoken fluently

name

older/youngen by how many years?

languages spoken fluently

name

older/youngen by how many yean?

languages spoken fluently

name

oMer^ounger; by how many yean?

languages spoken fluently

name

otder/yoanger; by how many yean?

languages spoken fluently
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When you communicate with your siblings, which languages do you use, and to what degree do
you use them?
Sibling 1.

%

A

Sibling 2
language

% of time used

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

%ofa'meused

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of tt'me used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

^
% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

A

JSL.

%

Sibling 3.

Sibling S.

%

Sibling 4

Sibling 6

%-

Spouse
Are you married?

If yes, how long?

Spouse
name

ethnicity

languages spoken fluenUy

When you commimicate with your spouse, which languages do you use, and to what degree do
you use them?
language

% of time used

language

%of lime used

language

% a t time used

%

%
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Children
If yes, how nuuiy?

Do you have children?
name

age

place of both

languages spoken fluently

name

age

place of binh

languages spoken fluently

name

•ge

place of bifth

languages spoken fluently

name

age

place of biith

languages spoken fluently

name

age

place of binh

languages spoken fluently

name

age

place of binh

languages spoken fluently

2.
r
4.

5.

6.

When you communicate with your child(ren), which languages do you use, and to what degree do
you use them?
rhiidi
language

%
% of lime used

language

% of lime used

language

% of b'me used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

%of time used

language

%af lime used

language

%ortime used

rhiid2
language

%
% ot tinte used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of U'me used

language

% of u'me used

language

% of time used

%

%
%

%
%

rhiid 3

ChUd4

%

_

%

%

%

rhiid 5

%

%
%

CMdfi .

%

%
%

%
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Education
What is your level of education (secondary school; 2-year college; 4-year college; M.A.; Ph.D.)? _

Did you learn any English before you came?
If yes, where did you learn it?

How many years?

How old were you when you began to learn English?
Who taught you English?
How were you taught?

Did you take English classes after you came to the U.S.A.?
If yes, how long?

Where?

How would you rate your English proficiency?
Excellent

Good

Fair

Poor

Reading
Speaking
Wriu'ng
Listening

Have you taken ihe TOEFL?
Have you taken the TWE?

If so, what was your score?
If so, what was your score?

Work
What is your occupation?
Is English required at your work setting?
If yes, during what percent of your time at work is English required?

If you had to lose one language, which would it be?
If you had to lose two?

If you have children (or if you were to have children), in which language do (or would) you
prefer they become fluent?
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Using the attached sheets of paper, please describe and compare, in as many paragraphs as
necessary, your use of writing in your first language and in English from as early as you can
remember up to the present time. Please describe your purposes for writing and the types of
writing you have done at home, in school, at your place(s) of work, and in any other additional
contexts outside of home, work, or school.

Using the attached sheets of paper, please describe, in as many paragraphs as necessary, your
experiences reading in both your first language and in English from as early as you can remember
up to the present time. Please describe why you have read in the past and why you read now,
what types of materials you have read or read now, and how often you have read or read now at
home, in school, at your place(s) of work, and in any other additional contexts outside of home,
work, or school.

Do you currently subscribe to any newpapers or magazines?
If so, which?

For how long have you been a subscriber?
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Basic identification
English Name:

Sex:

(Chinese Name:

)

Address:

Telephone:

Date of birth:

Age:

Place of birth:

(I) City:

(2) Province:

(3) Country
What language(s) do you speak?
What Chinese dialects do you speak?
Did you acquire these at the same time, or in some order?
If in order, indicate the order (l=first; 2=second; 3=third; 4=fourth)?
1=

3=

2=

4=

How much Chinese would you estimate is required for your everyday activity?
Percent of lime every day Chinese is used:

%,

How much of what is said to vou in Chinese do you feel you understand?
How much of what you sav to others in Chinese is understood the first time?

^

How much of what you lead in Chinese do you feel you understand?
How much of what you write in Chinese is understood the first time?

%

EX) you have any vision/hearing problems which may affect your ability to read, or to understand
spoken language?

Status
Date of arrival in the U.S^.

Age:

How long have you been in the U.S. A? _ years

months

Were you in other countries before coming to the U.S.A?
If so, where and for how long?

For what reason did you come to the U.S.A?
Are you: on a temporary visa

; a permanent resident

; in refugee status

7
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Family information

Parents
Father _
aaine

place of birth

languages spoken fluenily

name

place of biith

languages spoken flueoily

Mother

When you conununicate with your parents, which languages do you use, and to what degree do
you use them?
Father

%
language

% of time used

language

% o f u'me used

language

% of time used

Mother
language

% of U'me used

language

% of u'me used

language

% uf time tued

%

%

%

%

Siblings
name

oMer/younger; by how many yean?

languages spoken fluently

name

oMer/youngen by how many yean?

languages spoken fluently

name

older/youngen by how many yean?

languages spoken fluently

name

oMer/ycunger by how many yean?

languages spoken fluently

name

older/youngen by how many yean?

languages spoken fluently

name

oMer/younger; by how many yean?

languages spoken fluently
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When you conununicate with your siblings, which languages do you use, and to what degree do
you use them?
%

Sibling I
language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of lime used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of u'me used

SibliDg2
language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

%
lb of lime used

langiuge

%
lb of Ume used

language

% of time used

language

% of time used

language

% of lime used

language

% of time used

%

%

%

%

%

Sibling 3

%

%

%
%

Sibling S

%

%

%

%

%

Spouse
Are you married?

If yes, how long?

Spouse
languages spoken flueoily

ethnicity

When you communicate with your spouse, which languages do you use, and to what degree do
you use them?
language

% of u'me used

language

% of time used

language

%0fu'iiieused

%
%
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Children
If yes, how many?

Do you have children?
1
name

age

place of biith

languages spoken fluently

name

age

place of binh

languages spoken fluently

name

•86

place of biinh

languages spoken fluently

name

age

place of binh

languages spoken fluently

name

age

place of binh

languages spoken fluently

name

age

place of binh

languages spoken fluently

2.

4.

5-

6.

When you conununicate with your child(ren), which languages do you use, and to what degree do
you use them?
Child]
language

%
% of time used

language

% of lime used

language

% of time used

language

%
% of lime used

language

%of time used

language

% of lime used

language

%
% of time used

language

%orlime used

language

%of time used

Child!
language

%
% of time used

language

% of lime used

language

% of time used

language

% of lime used

language

% of lime used

language

% of time used

language

% of lime used

language

% of time used

language

%
% of lime used

%

%

%

%

Child ^

%

Child 4

%

%

%

%

Child 5

%

Child 6

%

%
%
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Education
What is your level of education (secondary school; 2-year college; 4-year college; M.A.; Ph.D.)? _

Where did you team Chinese?
How many years have you spent learning Chinese? _
How old were you when you began to learn Chinese?
Who taught you Chinese?
How were you taught?

Did you take Chinese classes outside of the U.S.A.?
If yes, how long?

Where?

How would you rate your Chinese proficiency?
Excellent

Ciood

Fair

Poor

Reading
Speaking
Writing
Listening
Have you taken the ACTFL?

If so, what was your score?

Have you caken any other standardized language test in Chinese?
If so, which testes), and what score(s) did you receive?

Work
What is your occupation?
Is Chinese required at your work setting?
If yes, during what percent of your time at work is Chinese required?
If you had to lose one language, which would it be?
If you had to lose two?
If you have children (or if you were to have children), in which language do (or would) you
prefer they become fluent?
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Using the attached sheets of paper, please describe and compare, in as many paragraphs as
necessary, your use of writing in Chinese from as early as you can remember up to the present
time. Please describe your purposes for writing and the types of writing you have done at home,
in school, at your place(s) of work, and in any other additional contexts outside of home, work, or
school.

Using the attached sheets of paper, please describe, in as many paragraphs as necessary, your
experiences reading in Chinese from as early as you can remember up to the present time. Please
describe why you have read Chinese in the past and why you read it now, what types of materials
you have read or read now, and how often you have read or read now at home, in school, at your
place(s) of work, and in any other additional contexts outside of home, work, or school.

Do you currently subscribe to or regularly read any Chinese newpapers or magazines?
which?

For how long have you been a subscriber/reader?

If so,
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